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In readiness for
her appearance
for TFTW in
January, we
catch P.P.
Arnold
strolling in the
woods
© Gerard Mankovitch

Dickie Tapp goes to Worthing
Keith talks to a load of Dominoes
We take a wistful look back at nostalgia
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more...
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Copies of the December issue of American Music Magazine (issue #140) are now available. The
main feature is on Ral Donner; it's a fascinating story and shows that Donner was far more than an
artist who hung on Elvis's coattails. He was a major talent in his own right.
As always, the feature is lavishly illustrated with artist photos, a full discography, and countless
label shots. The magazine also includes, inter-alia, articles about Dennis Herrold (Hip Hip Baby)
and an update on the Buck Trail story. There is a gig review of October's Hemsby weekender.
These features are all in English.
Woodies in the UK or Eire wanting a copy should contact Dickie Tapp:
dickietapp@googlemail.com. (the cost of a single issue inc. p&p = £9)
otherwise contact AMM direct: photo@americanmusicmagazine.com Dickie will have copies at
the TFTW Borderline extravaganza in January so copies free of p&p will be available there for
those attending - you can pre-order with Dickie to be sure of getting a copy there.
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Father Keithmas says:
“ Whether you’ve been
naughty or nice you’d
better HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Greetings of the season one and all out there. Well!
Christmas edition, can’t believe it, time has simply flashed by. At the time of writing we are
entering the final week of November, just one weekend after the Rhythm Riot weekender which I
attended along with a number of woodies. A review of the event appears elsewhere in the
magazine, kindly borrowed (stolen - H) from Nick Cobban’s much admired 'blog' so I need to add
nothing, except to say the sound in the main ballroom was the worst I have experienced at this
particular extravaganza which was celebrating its twentieth anniversary. The food at the camp
restaurant was, at best, lukewarm and of barely passable quality, and the accommodation was
simply appalling. The latter, of course, was no fault of the festival organizers, that lies with Pontins
or Britannia Hotels organization whom I'm led to believe now own this traditional holiday camp
name.
As I have mentioned before in this column, the synchronised dancing and fancy costumes so
prevalently associated with this long running November weekender leave me totally cold. I
personally feel that has nothing to do with either Rock'n'Roll or vintage rhythm and blues, the near
highlight for me is once again the Saturday chalet jam session.

This very wet, dismal November afternoon was certainly no exception. Okay, we had no star
guests this time, unlike the memorable afternoon a few years back when we were joined by no
less a figure than Swamp Pop legend Jiving Gene, but what a few hours of sheer enjoyment it
would once again prove to be. John Spencely, lead guitar maestro of Tales From The Woods
Band, Brian 'Bunter' Clark on
snare drum and cymbal, Dick
Taylor guesting on bongos,
Ken Major once again
dragging his tea chest bass
from his attic where it has
taken residence since 1956,
re-emerging to enjoy a
weekend in the east Sussex
seaside village of Camber
Sands, all the way from the
Welsh borders once more
comes
Ralph
Edwards,
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guitarist/singer of all from Rock'n'Roll to Folk via the Blues and Country as well as being a long
accomplished Morris dancer who, if that ain’t enough, has graced the pages of this magazine as
an imaginative and witty cartoonist.

Ralph enthralled us with a wonderfully sensitive reading of the Hank Williams classic "Tear In My
Beer". Father of Country music Jimmy Rodgers was remembered with "Waiting For A Train".
Ralph responded to my request for a rendition of his own composition "Rockabilly Phoenix" - now
if that ain’t a tune just crying out to be recorded, I’ll shave all my remaining hair off and stop
wearing hats. A touching rendition of Ashley Hutchings’ "Along The Pilgrims Way", this English folk
tune fitting like a glove amongst Americana. Nick Cobban, he whose blog we steal selected pieces
from each issue, certainly surprised me with a gentle tuneful voice that I never realised existed,
treating us to a hanky reaching rendition of the Everly Brothers controversial at the time death disc
"Ebony Eyes".
John rocked to our requests, simply stunning on Roy
Orbison’s "Domino". Dale Hawkins’ "Little Pig" even had
John "Mr Angry" Howard attempt a bop across the floor of
the chalet as the rain pelted alarmingly like the wind
against the windows. George Fleming’s "I'm Gonna Tell",
which has become a favourite of Mike Berry on our recent
shows, amazing licks flew effortlessly from John’s fingers.
The chalet ensemble sang along to "Runaround Sue"
which I'm sure would have
Photos courtesy of the
made Dion proud. We were so
man himself, Nick Cobban
much in harmonious tune, I
called an absent Woodie on my
mobile to listen in, to which the
person would remark later
"Who were the singers?"
assuming we had been joined
by a few star guests, still
unconvinced it was just simply us.
Those few hours just flew by, barely noticing day had turned to night,
rain had created shallow rivers beneath our windows, trees bent in the
wind battling to stay upright in gale force winds. Whilst occupants in
neighbouring chalets spent the afternoon rehearsing their
synchronised dance steps in readiness for exposure upon the evening
dance floor, we in chalet 63 chose to stay loyal to the true spirit of Rock'n'Roll. Don't matter how
you dance or indeed at all, don't even matter that much if you can’t sing all that well, it's gut
emotion is all that really counts.
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Come Sunday 31st January at central London’s premier venue the Borderline, is a not to be
missed Tales From The Woods extravaganza, the eleventh in the series of our British
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Shows. We have a line-up that should have all fans of Rock’n’Roll, rhythm
and blues, and vintage soul reaching for their phones to call us to order tickets. If that is not the
case, dearie, dearie me, are you sure you are subscribing to the right magazine? P.P. Arnold, Cliff
Bennett, Dave Berry, Ray Phillips, Wee Willie Harris all backed up by the finest backing band on
the scene, the Tales From The Woods Band.
I stated in Issue 87 of this magazine, but it is certainly worth repeating as a reminder, that the
artists really appreciate and look forward to performing on our shows, with an opportunity to
stretch out their act and to delve back to their Rockin’ and Rhythm and Blues roots, something that
is denied when appearing on those silver sixties package shows, with the sublime attraction of
knowing our wonderful band will have it all in the bag on the night. Don't forget too we start on time
at 5pm, live music soon after and we finish on time on the dot of 10.30pm, with several breaks in
between whilst our DJ John 'Mr Angry’ Howard keeps the mood typically atmospheric without
being intrusive, allowing friends old and new to indulge in a little social intercourse. A reminder too
folks although, as it states on our flyer, tickets can be bought direct from the Borderline during day
and early evening hours, Woodie members have to contact us at Tales From The Woods where
reduced price tickets can be bought via cheque, PayPal and cash. Sorry folks no facilities for
credit cards (other than PayPal) at this moment in time.
P.P. Arnold performed a wonderful set at the Jazz Café back on
26th October, a successful evening for both P.P. and ourselves
too as we recruited a couple more Woodie' to our ever enlarging
family. As you turn the pages of your favourite magazine you will
come across Nick Cobban’s review of the show (by Seamus
McGarvey) that he kindly allowed us to retrieve from his blog; it
will most certainly whet your appetite to join us all at the
Borderline on Sunday 31st January… see you there gang.

At the time of writing we have just days before
completing the 22nd in our series of interviews
that we have been serialising within these pages
and which, at some point in the not too distant
future, will be edited and published in book form.
They have been as diverse as you would expect
from a publication such as us, ranging from
veteran Rock’n’Roll DJ Wildcat Pete, to beat
poet, novelist, wit and travel writer Royston Ellis;
from iconic Liverpool Rock’n’Roll, rhythm and
blues band Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes,
through to American born folk legend Tom Paley
who graced these pages in our last issue and
who performed along with his son Ben and
friends at our recent gig at the Thomas Guy Club
close to London Bridge.
Many other diverse personalities have been
interviewed at these regular sessions at the
private Theatre Bar upstairs at the Kings Head
near to Marylebone High Street, some of whom
have already appeared within these pages, some
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who have yet to appear. We are packing up now for the winter months, kicking off again in the
early spring. If you would like to attend one of these interview sessions, please feel free to contact
us here at TFTW and we will advise who the scheduled muso will be for interview and if possibilities
exist for attendance. These interviews normally take place upon a Thursday afternoon, mostly on
a bi-weekly basis. I shall be writing a review of the gig that we were privileged to hold for the
wonderful Tom Paley in Issue 89.

























Gaby’s is the café/restaurant that stood defiant against
Westminster Council’s wish to squeeze out this long
established and well-loved establishment which, apart
from many other delicacies, provides the best salt beef
sandwich to be found anywhere in old London town to
make way for yet another uniform food chain outlet, no
doubt as they are only too happy to pay the most
extortionate rents imaginable to occupy a prime spot on
central London’s Charing Cross Road. This length of
thoroughfare once boasted some of the capital’s finest
book shops along with small businesses of a specialist nature, be it stamps, maps, hatters,
outfitters for both ladies and gentlemen. There can’t be too many of our more senior readers of
this magazine who did not buy their prized vinyl from Blues and Jazz suppliers, Dobells, now
between Theatres. Very few book shops remain, tacky tourist shops and eateries and
aforementioned chains predominate, the length between the National Gallery and Tottenham
Court Road where much of its surrounding heritage has been destroyed at the altar of Crossrail, a
depressing walk indeed. Gaby’s, however, remained defiant to change and official vandalism.
When we first got wind of their plight for survival we here at Tales From The Woods wrote about
this plucky little family business’s fight within these pages; soon the might of London’s only
surviving newspaper 'The Standard' came out on their side. Not long after, all the great and the
good from the world of Theatre and Entertainment were signing petitions to save Gaby's from
oblivion, but we are proud to say we were the first. Next time you are in London pop in to Gaby’s
for just a snack or a meal, point to our posters that adorn their wall, tell them we recommended
you.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to highly respected
drummer Mac Poole who died on 21st May 2015 after a long battle with throat
cancer aged 64.
We were honoured to have Mac join us at our Joe Meek Special at the
Borderline back on Sunday 27th April on a bill that included many luminaries who
recorded at Meek’s north London studio including Cliff Bennett, Chas Hodges,
Danny Rivers, Dave Kaye, Robb Shenton, along with a couple of his close
friends; Billie Davis, with whom he had played drums behind many times and
guitarist Iain Terry who too was deputising for our, at the time ill, John Spencely.
also on the bill and nothing to do with Joe Meek at all, just a quirk of the
imagination of TFTW, was Lee Curtis, a long time star of both the Cavern and
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Star Club Hamburg and a Liverpool institution. Mac despite
being very ill at the time magnificently giving little indication
of his perilous health situation, his son Matthew also a fine
drummer helping out his Dad as and when required.
Reviewed within these pages of Issue 87 by veteran TFTW
scribe Shaky Lee Wilkinson was a mini CD that Mac cut
with Iain Terry, Mac playing piano, taking lead vocals as
well as being the master of the drum kit.
Birmingham born Mac played on countless sessions,
performed with a huge number of bands particularly during
the sixties and seventies and was equally at home playing
Jazz or Rock’n’Roll as well as more contemporary forms of Rock, and it is with
the latter that much of his reputation lays. It was much reported that he was
scouted by Robert Plant for Led Zeppelin and the list of musicians and bands he
has performed with and in is indeed a long eclectic list. Alongside Tony
Dangerfield, another name that was closely associated with Meek in the
Holloway studio heyday, a member of his Screaming Lordship’s Savages, The
Honeycombs, Mickey Jupp, resident drummer in Marsha Hunt’s backing band
for a while before they all split to go their own way, calling themselves
Warhorse. Big Bertha was another outfit, a few very short lived projects such as
"Gong" which I recall seeing written enthusiastically about in the pages of the
NME during the decade of the seventies. With former Fleetwood Mac guitarist
Danny Kirwan he formed Hungry Fighter, which I'm led to believe barely lasted
more than one gig. Magill proved to be an item of longevity in comparison hitting the road for some
three months. Teaming up with former Chicken Shack front man and guitarist Stan Webb to form
another project to be relatively short lived, Broken Glass, before joining Southend’s finest, the
aforementioned Mickey Jupp. Moving on again to join up with former Johnny Kidd and The Pirates
bassist, one-time member of Buddy Britten’s Regents and founding member of heavy rock gurus
Deep Purple, Nick Simper’s Fandango. When ITV thought the time was right for a revival of its
seminal Rock’n’Roll/Pop Show "Oh Boy", Mac returned to his roots drumming in the resident
backing band, Rockin’ Horse. Mac was indeed a good friend and preferred drummer for Billie
Davis, and he also worked on the silver sixties package shows with Marty Wilde and Joe Brown.
In the green room of the Borderline back in 2014 Mac regaled us with stories of his long career
and many of the artists and musicians he worked with. He was on our list for a must do interview,
sadly it proved not to be, reminding us all how important it is to get these stories down in print for
generations to come to read and enjoy. Okay, anyone can Google and find information of any
particular artist however it tends to concentrate on just one aspect of the person’s career, naturally
the most popular or contemporary whilst giving scant respect to all other divisions, surely proof, if
needed, how important our job is here at Tales From The Woods.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Johnny Meeks, lead guitarist of the
second generation Gene Vincent's Blue Caps who died on 30th July aged
78.
As a young 14 year old buck strutting around the edge of the dance floor of
the Tottenham Royal Dance Hall, no doubt checking out my quiff as I passed
every opportunity that allowed a reflection, at the Saturday afternoon record
hops for 'cool kiddies' the year 1960, the soundtrack ‘Son Of A Gun’ by
Sanford Clark or ‘The Shape I'm In’ by Johnny Restivo, just two that spring to
mind as I type. soon I would consider myself just a little too cool to be seen
hanging out in this north London institution; who would ever believe I would
return some 22 years later to my home town to once again step through the
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hallowed doorway to be amongst the plastic palm trees where, during much of the fifties, my
mother worked, experiencing first-hand the transition from big bands to Rock'n'Roll. The reason for
my return? A reunited post Cliff Gallup Blue Caps were performing as part of a short UK tour with
Johnny Meeks to whom we are paying tribute on lead guitar. I stood close to the stage front; that
night a rather inebriated guitarist from a highly acclaimed punk band excitedly jumped around,
arms flailing like a demented windmill, screaming out "Rock it again Blue Caps" who more than
once had to be physically restrained by his mate from invading the stage.

I would catch the Caps in action a couple more times in the years that followed; at the sadly
missed Thunderbird Club in Wellingborough, Northants and amazingly at the Brixton Academy
when they headlined the Rockers Reunion, the one and only time this event was held at this 3000
plus venue that has hosted gigs by Bob Dylan and the Rolling Stones in recent years.
Born 16th April 1937 in Laurens, South Carolina, bitten by the music bug at an early age he
purchased his first guitar, his passion Country Music, Merle Travis being a particular hero. By his
mid to late teens he was proficient enough to turn professional, his first major outfit being Country
Earl and The Circle E Band who performed regularly around the Carolinas. They were popular
enough to warrant their own radio show broadcast weekly on
Radio WESC along with a regular TV show beamed out from
Ashville, North Carolina. Pedal steel player Paul Peek was also
a member of the Circle E Band before splitting in the final
months of 1956 to join Gene Vincent as rhythm guitarist in what
would be known as the second generation Blue Caps.
Legendary guitar maestro of the Blue Caps, Cliff Gallup, would
soon be leaving the band for the second and final time, and it
was at Peek’s suggestion that Vincent drove out to the
Carolinas to check the guitarist that the young Paul Peek raved
about. Meeks passed the audition with flying colours and
virtually immediately became an essential in the latest
formation of the Blue Caps, spending the next eighteen months pretty much constantly on the
road, touring throughout the United States, Canada, and Australia, playing on numerous
recordings including a couple of Vincent’s Capitol LPs and penning one of the songs for which the
black leather rebel would be forever associated ‘Say Mama’. He also made his first movie
appearance with Gene Vincent and the Blue Caps in the movie “Hot Rod Gang”. However by the
end of 1958 it was all over for the Blue Caps, the constant touring and hectic lifestyle had taken its
toll and, aggravated by constant personnel changes, the band imploded.
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After departing from Vincent, Johnny Meeks
settled in Los Angeles for a while, formed
his own band the Tree Toppers playing
night clubs around the city, before being
asked to join The Champs of ‘Tequila’ fame.
Spending some six months touring with the
band, before moving on again to spend a
short while as part of a backing band for
New Orleans erstwhile teenage idol Jimmy
Johnny (far right) with The Champs
Clanton, getting to appear in his second
movie scene in the film "All The Fine Young Cannibals" based (very loosely!) on the life of jazz
trumpeter legend Chet Baker. No sooner had the shooting been completed than Uncle Sam came
a knocking, putting him out of action for a year or two.
Once army service was out, Meeks returned to his first love of country music, playing guitar in
bands behind Bob Luman, Lynn Anderson, David Houston and Merle Haggard with whom he
would stay for a number of years. In 1964 he would make his third movie cameo in “Roustabout”
where he can be seen on guitar backing Elvis Presley on two songs ‘Little Egypt’ as I recall what is
the last Presley film I would see, my young patience finally exhausted, at that time this song first
recorded by the Coasters in the previous decade had become the mainstay of British rocking
blues outfit the Downliner Sect stage show, the other song that Meeks appeared on was ‘Big Love
Big Heartache’.
Come the seventies he could be found in former Monkee Michael Nesmith’s band, cutting the
1972 album with him "Tantamount To Treason". As the decades rolled on he could be found within
the bands of the Osborne Brothers, Barbara Mandrell, and to once again join the reformed Blue
Caps for tours mostly confined to Europe and the UK.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Author: Johnny (Chester) Dowling, Publisher: Chester, ISBN: none
In 2011 via the TFTW Group Email, TFTW publicised the 3rd
volume of Chester Dowling’s “Just for Kicks” series of books,
this volume was sub-titled the Big Picture Book Vol 1. On
behalf of Chester TFTW took orders for the book, and to
eliminate the hefty postage charge I drove up to Chester’s
shop, collected the order and arranged the delivery free
distribution with each Woodie. It took a bit of time but we
succeeded !
TFTW was recently alerted that Vol 2 is now available, and we
are now in the process of collating an order as before. We
have spoken to Chester who will be delighted in honouring an
order without the £8 postage charge, and I again will arrange
collection and the final handover can be done when mutually
convenient.
So what do you get for your money? 425 shiny pages bound
in a glossy hardback, slightly over A4 size, containing over
4300 colour and b/w photos. The foreword is penned by
Woodie Dave Penny, with some contributions by other
Woodies. The only text is that within the photos, or as a credit, apart from 10 pages of text given
over to Chester’s experiences in Crowley, Louisiana, home of J.D. Miller’s studio. This will be of
interest to the TFTW Stompin’ USA guys and gals.
The lifestyle is influenced by Teds and Rockers, so a giddy slant towards bikers. No Lambrettas in
sight, not even near the page of model motorbikes. However any old Mod reading this will
recognise many record labels in his/her collection, and most males in particular will appreciate the
1950’s pin-ups.
There are 60 articles which include: The Bromley Boys, Cliff
Richard, Fats Domino, Carl Perkins, Sheet Music, The Royalty,
Ultra rare Elvis record labels, 45rpm pic sleeves, toy
cowboys/soldiers (Matchbox, Britains), James Dean, comics,
magazines, Terry Dene, Jerry Lee. Hundreds of rare record
photos, programmes, ticket stubs and so on. You can ethnic
cleanse your old scrap books and replace with this series with no
fear of eradicating your memories; in fact this is a great series for
any 1st generation rocker with Alzheimers!
Chester’s prices:
Book 1 is nearly sold out and can only be purchased as part of the
full set which is £105 - Books 2, 3 and 4 are £25 each
Delivery: free if this can be arranged or Postage: £8 if via Chester
Weight: nearly 5 lbs
So, if you would like TFTW to collect a book(s) on your behalf, drop
a line to my usual email address: kenmajor.maggots@talktalk.net. These would make a superb
Xmas present, so the sooner we can get an order in the better.
Ken Major
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
With the headline “Fats Gets Back His Gold”: Representatives of Capitol/EMI and the RIAA
are replacing 20 gold record awards that Fats Domino lost to Hurricane Katrina. He’ll receive the
repros during a noon ceremony at Tipitina’s in New Orleans French Quarter on N. Peters Street on
Tuesday. Capitol/EMI releases “Greatest Hits: Walking To New Orleans” a 30 song compilation of
Domino’s best. On Sept.25 Vanguard Record issues “Goin’ Home: A Tribute to Fats Domino” a
two CD collection that benefits the Tipitina’s Foundation. Source: Lagniappe, August 10th 2007
2.
Magic Sam was the inspired name for Magic Slim who died in Philadelphia, February 2013,
of a bleeding ulcer. His band, the Teardrops formed in 1967, were his brothers Nick and Douglas.
Born Morris Holt in Torrence, Miss. on 7.8.37 he worked in the cotton fields and lost a little finger
in a cotton gin accident. He made a guitar out of baling wire nailed to a wall. The 2 Magics started
jamming in Greneda, Miss. on Sundays after church. In 1966 he recorded his first record “Scufflin”
and his first album for a French label “Born Under a Bad Sign” in 1977. He won the Blues Music
Award for blues band of the year in 2003. Source: L.A. Times 25.2.2013
3.
A member of The Staple Singers, Cleotha Staples, who had Alzheimer’s disease for more
than 10 years, died in February in Chicago. Pops Staples formed the family group in the 1940s
and Cleotha was the youngest sibling, others being Pervis, Yvonne, Cynthia, and Mavis. She was
born 11.4.34 in Drew, Miss. Her mother Oceola worked in a hotel and her father was a manual
labourer. The group sold tens of millions of records with hits such as “Respect Yourself,” and
“Uncloudy Day.” Cleotha who was nicknamed Ceedi was admitted to the Rock and Roll Hall Of
Fame in 1999 and received a lifetime Grammy award in 2005. Source: Lou Myers, L.A. Times
25.2.2013
4.
Mike Smith, singer pianist of the Dave Clark 5, was partially paralysed when he fell from a
fence at his home in Spain in September 2003. Mike remained in hospital until December 2007
when he was moved into a specially prepared home near the hospital with his wife. The DC5 had
12 appearances on the Ed Sullivan show, and made a John Boorman documentary in 1965 “Catch
Us If You Can”. The group broke up in 1970 and will be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame on March 10. Mike was admitted to the intensive care unit on Wednesday with a chest
infection and died of pneumonia, he was 64. Source: Raphael G. Satter, Las Vegas ReviewJournal, 29.2.2008
5.
The Gold Bust 2. The RIAA certified just 407 albums and singles as gold or platinum down
from 976 in 1999. Michael Goldstein of Dejay Products, an awards maker, now only works a 4 day
week. 50% of their business was with MCA Records. Since he took over the business in 1998
commemorative sales have fallen by two thirds, all the perks have dried up, e.g. invitations to
award ceremonies. In 2003 he moved to a small store front in Seattle. Collectors pay big bucks for
awards, the record is $26000 for a Who drummer Keith Moon award. Mr. Goldstein cannot sell to
collectors because the RIAA bars selling certified copies to the public. Source: Jamin BrophyWarren, Wall St. Journal, 2.6.2007
6.
Martin Scorsese “The Blues” documentary 8: Blind Willie Johnson’s stepmother threw lye in
his face to avenge a beating by his father. He played slide guitar and sang on the street in the
1930s after his recording career had ended. Nehemia “Skip” James was a Mississippi bootlegger
who won a recording contract in a contest. He withdrew from the blues in the 1930s but emerged
decades later when the Cream’s “I’m So Glad” generated enough royalties. J.B. Lenoir was a
Chicago based Mississippian who died in a 1967 car crash. An old boy who is sent by his mother
to an uncle in New Orleans to escape local sins, from the frying pan into the fire. The lad is
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introduced to the blues and its attendant vices. Source: Richard Cromelin, Los Angeles Times,
28.9.2003
7.
Vinyl 3: Nearly 8 million vinyl LPs have been made this year up 49% from the same period
last year. The 3 man TAI Plastic & Chemicals company supplies 90% of the raw vinyl and the
nation’s 15 or so vinyl record factories experience breakdowns and supply shortages. Bob
Roczynak (62) president of Record Products of America says orders for steel molds have tripled
since 2008 but investors are not interested in sinking cash into an industry that represents only 2%
of U.S. music sales. He acts as a broker connecting clients seeking old machines, but because he
has no one to take over his own business he will have to sell it. Source: Neil Shah, Wall St.
Journal, 12.12.2014
8.
Vinyl Revolution 2: A new vinyl press could change hands for about $30,000. In the USA
there are only 12 pressing plants and the average wait for a finished record is three months. A
master tape is cut into a lacquer of malleable plastic. The acetate is sprayed with atomised silver
and dipped in chemicals creating a metallic cast known as the “father”. Another metal disc called
the “mother” is cast and used to create several mirror image “sons” or “stampers” which are taken
to the presses to imprint the grooves. Source: John Harris, Guardian News & Media Ltd,
20.2.2013.
9.
Irish photographer Mike Sheil knew nothing about military history before he began taking
photos of WW1 battlefields. He has 79 large photos hung on the wrought iron fence around Paris’
Jardin Du Luxembourg park. The French Senate who sponsored the work expects 2.5m people to
see the free exhibit by the time it leaves Paris on Aug. 4 and moves to London’s St. James Park.
Sheil worked on the project for over 8 years, and spent 450 days photographing WW1 battlefields
from places as diverse as eastern Africa, Poland, Israel and Turkey. The only major theatre of war
not covered was Iraq. Source: Greg Keller, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 11.4.2014
10.
Saxophonist Bobby Keys memoir “Every Night’s a Saturday Night” was published in 2012
with a foreword by Keith Richards. Keys was first exposed to Rock’n’Roll when he saw Buddy
Holly at the grand opening of a Texas gas station near the home of Keys’ grandparents. It was the
first time he had heard an electric guitar played live. In the ‘50s as a teenager Keys played with
Holly and the Crickets and recorded with them. He met the Rolling Stones in the mid ‘60s. Keys’
sax is heard on “Brown Sugar” plus John Lennon’s “Whatever Gets You Through The Night”. Died
2.12.2014. Source: Kristin M. Hall, L.A. Times, 3.12.2014
11.
Mary Lee, wife of Gen. Robert E. Lee, fled their Arlington House mansion in Arlington, Va.,
at the start of the Civil War. Her personal slave, Selina Norris Gray was given the keys to the
house and responsibility for the home the Lees had lived in for 30 years. When Union soldiers
arrived Selina famously told them not to touch “Mrs. Lee’s things” and numerous heirlooms were
saved including those belonging to George Washington. Mary Lee was the great granddaughter of
Martha Washington, the President’s wife. Recently a British seller auctioned off a photo of Selina
and was won by “Save Historic Arlington House”. Source: Michael E. Ruane, L.V. Review Journal,
10.10.2014
12.
Hickory label 1. “Bread & Butter” by the Newbeats climbed to no. 2 on the U.S. pop charts
in 1964 and was constantly heard via commercials, e.g. Sunbeam Bread, and in films, e.g. “9.5
Weeks” (1986) and “Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy” (2004). Other chart hits were
“Everything’s Alright” and “Break Away from the Boy”. Larry Joel Henley was the Newbeat singer
with the falsetto voice, born in Arp, Texas 30.6.37 and co-wrote “Wind Beneath My Wings”. He
joined brothers Marc and Dean Mathis to form the group. Died Dec. 2014. Source: Adam
Berstein, L.V. Review-Journal 22.12.2014
13.
Digital Radio 2: The Govt. will not switch off analogue until 1) 50% of all listening is digital,
2) national DAB coverage is equal to FM, and 3) local DAB reaches 90% of the pop. 55% of new
UK cars have DAB as standard. 22% of adults listen to the radio via a mobile or tablet once a
month, up 51% over Q2 2013. 66% of new receivers bought are analogue and AM/FM is the most
popular source of radio listening at 56.6%. UK sales of DAB sets peaked in 2008 but since been in
decline, and only 19% of radio users are likely to buy a DAB set in the next 12 months. Source:
James Careless, Radio World, 19.11.2014

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Gary Bartz Quartet at Ronnie Scott’s, 9 November 2015
An opportunity to witness a rare visit by septuagenarian alto
saxophonist Gary Bartz, a man who had played with many
of jazz’s greats and who had pursued an oddly varied
career, was too good to pass up, as the ‘sold out’ sign for
this Monday night performance confirmed.
Born in Baltimore in 1940, he started learning soprano sax
at age eleven, eventually going on to New York in 1958 to
study at the Juilliard Conservatory. After further study at
Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, his first professional
job of note was in 1964 with Max Roach and Abbey Lincoln.
The following year he joined Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers,
replacing John Gilmore in the band.
1967 saw him form his own group, Ntu Troop, which was to reflect changes in style over
subsequent years in the path of those jazz musicians courting a popular following. A year later a
fruitful eight year on-off relationship playing and recording with McCoy Tyner began. However, it
was when Miles Davis invited him to join his band in 1970 and his appearance at the historic Isle
of Wight Festival that he came to the attention of a wider audience.
By the late ’70s, he could be found in the studio working with Norman Connors and Phyllis Hyman.
And his involvement in the fusion music of the day resulted in the rare groove classic, Music
Sanctuary. However, a decade on he moved back to hard bop, and was a member of both the
Mingus Big Band and Roy Hargrove’s Afro-Cuban Band.
In recent years, he has explored a passion for standards and the music of Coltrane with a fairly
regular quartet. At Ronnie’s he was joined by fellow compatriots (and seniors) bassist James
King, from Houston, and drummer Greg Bandy, from Cleveland, together with the comparatively
younger Australian pianist Barney McAll (born in Melbourne in 1966), who had gone to New York
to study in the early 1990s.
At the start of the evening’s performance, Gary Bartz announced that they
would be playing without break and without a setlist, though responding to
the audience in what they played. Undoubtedly an interesting artistic
presentation, though not the first time that I have witnessed it. It presented
the odd situation whereby there was no applause at the end of each tune,
but, in accordance with jazz customs, there was at the end of each solo.
The only titles announced were the first number of each set, Nomo The Magic Song and Smooth
As The Wind, a Tadd Dameron composition recorded by Blue Mitchell. Thereafter there was a
predominating mix of unidentified standards, which he examined and interpreted in his own way to
produce a singular tasty confection that was always interesting. The final number of each set was
The Song Of Loving Kindness, on which he counter-intuitively opted to contribute a singing voice
that was not that of a true singer. The man who had once recorded a children’s album and whose
visits to Jamaica and Trinidad resulted in his appearing on local hits remains something of an
enigma.
Dave Carroll
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Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes - Ted Taylor, Sam Hardie, Bobby Thomson, it’s a great
pleasure having you here. So, the Dominoes, Sam was the first Domino. You all came from
Liverpool but were you in a band before you created the Dominoes Sam?
[Sam] No. Many people played in skiffle bands but I started straight into Rock'n'Roll and this was
in 1957.
[Ted] I was in a skiffle group who by then were playing Rock'n'Roll anyway but we didn’t change
our name as we were already quite well-known as the James Boys. I wasn’t a founder member of
the James Boys; it was Bobby and his cousin, George James, hence the James Boys. On
November 12th 2015 it will be sixty years since I met Bobby for the first time in a chip shop. I’d
saved up my money and put my birthday money to it and I was going to buy a guitar. I already had
a guitar but I wanted a new one. I‘d been into Liverpool with this wad of money, £30 was a lot of
money then, and I was on my way back home having done a deal with Jim Gretty (for cash of
course, no receipt) and my mum had made me a guitar bag out of some old curtains. I remember
it was green velvet with a pull-to top and I was going home, proud as Larry. I really wanted a better
model; I’d bought a Hofner President but really I wanted the Committee but that was seven quid
more which I didn’t have. Jim said, “Just bung us what you’ve got and you can have this Hofner
guitar.” On the way home I had a few bob left so I went in the chippy and who’s stood there but
Bobby who says, “Are you a guitarist?” I said I was and he asked, “How many chords do you
know?” I said “I know three” and Bobby said “Well I know four, come and join a band” and that’s
sixty years ago.
So Sam, how did you get involved in Rock'n'Roll generally? Was it because of Fats Domino you
got the idea for the Dominoes?
[Sam] When you talk about Fats Domino and Little Richard, we had Pat Boone first and heard his
versions first, so it was really Bill Haley in 1954. ‘Rock Around The Clock’ was released in 1954, a
long time before Rock'n'Roll really took off in Britain and a friend of mine, she was quite a bit older
than me, used to get these records sent over, a lot of Bill Haley stuff and some Rhythm’n’Blues
things that were generally on sale so I did feel it. The first time I heard Little Richard it was like the
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universe exploded; I’ve heard a lot of other people say the same thing… they thought “What’s that
sound?!” and that was it. I thought of nothing but Rock'n'Roll for years after that, it was central to
my being.
The Dominoes started with Charlie Flynn, George Watson, Cliff Roberts and me and then we got a
singer, Arthur Baker and became a five-piece and then roughly nine months to a year later Ted
joined us, so it was actually a four-piece to start with.
[Ted] The sad thing was that because I was like a budding guitarist and did vocal as well, I took
over the guitarist’s job and the vocals so I did the guitarist and the singer out of their jobs in a way.
That’s the way things were happening in those days, trial and error.
[Sam] Charlie was the original lead guitarist but he finished up playing bass on his ordinary guitar
- it was just as you went along, it was all done with smoke and mirrors.
[Ted] Bobby came in later and took over bass for the Dominoes and then my stupid name got in
front of it and it was stuck there for life.
[Sam] You may have heard of him, he’s Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes.
[Ted] The sax came in in ’63. We did actually use a sax player earlier once, Fran Galloway. Alan
White, who was a bellboy on one of the Cunard boats, brought home ‘New Orleans’ by Gary U.S.
Bonds and I couldn’t believe this number. The band rehearsed it before it had been released in
England and we needed a sax player. We were playing in Blackpool and we went on stage and we
opened with ‘New Orleans’ and it blew the people away; it was like me listening to the original
record. That was a record that changed the whole face of the sound of Rock'n'Roll into a
manageable entity that normal bands in the street could do. That was basically a big evolution
point, taking it away from Little Richard and Fats Domino with their twelve-piece bands and you
get something like that comes in, which wasn’t a big band, just a terrific big sound with the two
drummers he had. That was the only time we used a sax; Fran wasn’t a permanent member, he
just stepped in although I played with him later.
What sort of venues did you play?
[Sam] The very first place that the Dominoes ever played was Cranborne Road, the Caradoc
Mission Hall and we played a lot of local church halls.
[Ted] There was the Jive Hive (St Luke’s Hall), Litherland Town Hall.
[Bob] There was a rough place, Blair Hall, and that was a challenge.
Knotty Ash Village Hall was a rough place; sawdust all over the floor from
last night’s furniture.
[Ted] I’d bought a 24” Jensen speaker, lightweight, built myself a cabinet
for it, red Teflon all stuck over it, screw in legs like you’d put on a kitchen
table to raise it off the floor and we’re playing Knotty Ash Village Hall. As
usual, it always starts with somebody dancing with somebody else’s bird.
“What are you doing lad?” “I’m just having a dance.” “That’s my bird!” And
then the whole place was fighting, chairs started being thrown. I said,
“Let’s get out the back way” because there was a back door out to the
dressing room. The windows were caved in, they were throwing chairs
out and I was unscrewing the legs off my speaker cabinet, so I’ve got this
table leg, there was blood everywhere and this feller opens the window
and says. “Let’s get ’em!” so I hit him straight across the head with the table leg, we dashed out
the back and off we went. That really was the fight of the week, but that’s the way it was… and we
still went back to play it again two weeks later.
Everybody says who influenced who on Merseyside. I spent a lot of time working this one out
because everybody thinks that everybody copied everybody else but the sheer fact is that when
Mersey-beat, or the Mersey sound began, the transport end of it, the whole of the city and the
whole of the Merseyside area was restricted by transport. We were north-enders so we had the
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likes of Ian and the Zodiacs, Gerry and the Pacemakers, the Del Renas, all these other bands
were cropping up but within an area you could get to by bus. I always reckoned there was nothing
in the centre, no matter what they say, there were very few real regular venues in the centre of
Liverpool city. So you had a north end and a south end and across the water you had a north and
south end as well. The whole Merseyside area was split into four and in each area you had
individual bands that influenced their own area. It wasn’t a case of everybody was playing Kingsize
Taylor stuff, or Dominoes stuff should I say, and over there the Big Three, they would never have
heard of them because of the transport thing. Then what happens is the whole city centre opens
up. Now the city centre was ideal for everybody to get to, very little problem getting to the city
centre and that’s where people influenced each other. That’s really where the boom came into it
as a city, not as an area and nobody had ever thought of it, it was the transport system. You try
getting a set of drums and a double bass on a bus.
Moving on to the days of the Cavern…
[Ted] There was life before the Cavern, you know. The Cavern
became THE FAMOUS CAVERN but there were other venues
that were more influential at the time, before the Cavern. You
had the opening of the Iron Door, the first to do all-nighters, the
Beatles played there a couple of times; I think they played five
days in a row there, and we played all-nighters there.
[Bob] There was a place called the Sioux Club which went on all
night too, and the Odd Spot.
[Ted] There were all these little places and, of course, what
happens is it becomes the ‘in’ place.
[Bob] I was also playing with Rory Storm at the time; they had a bass player who kept floating in
and out. I’d get a frantic call from a roadie saying Wally hasn’t turned up, can you help us out, and
I’d put my stuff on a bus and get to wherever it was. I was in and out with them a lot.
[Ted] In those days of being semi-professional you didn’t normally unless, as Bobby says, it was a
case of somebody desperately needs you to do something because you had your job in the day, I
was a butcher, and you were a musician at night.
[Sam] I was a police cadet; very successful, straight from school. I went into the police force for a
couple of years and then I left. I then went into a transport firm on the Liverpool Dock Road for a
year and then into English Electric and then I went to Hamburg.
[Bob] I started as a plumber with a little firm and somehow I turned into a roofer and years later
went back into roofing.
Are there any venues you particularly enjoyed working?
[Bob] Not so much the Cavern for me, more the ballrooms. I
used to enjoy the Litherland Town Hall and the Jive Hive, the
Lathom Hall, still going now as the Lathom Club, was a good
regular gig, the Aintree Institute, a cracking venue.
[Ted] I wouldn’t say the Cavern was anyone’s favourite; it
was a stinking sweat-hole
[Bob] Getting the stuff in and out was a problem, the stairs went
straight down, not very wide and it was a terrible fire hazard.
[Ted] Normally you’d go down different flights of stairs but this was
straight down and straight in, a quick left into the club and you could
always smell bananas in there because it was a warehouse.
[Bob] There was only a concrete floor with holes in it and when you
were dancing every now and then you’d hear a yelp as someone’s
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ankle would go down. You couldn’t see because it was that dark.
[Ted] By ’62 Sam and I, Bobby was working with Rory Storm, had a residency. I’d taken a
drummer that used to go to sleep on stage, Brian ‘Noddy’ Redman, so nicknamed because he was
always falling asleep.
[Bob] You’d open a gig at 4 o’clock on a Saturday afternoon and finish at 6 o’clock the following
morning and Noddy couldn’t stay awake.
[Ted] We had a bass player that Sam couldn’t stick, Kenny Shalliker, because he was “whooping”
all the time. When he played a good note he’d go “Whoop!” We’re now at the back end of ’62 and,
because ‘Noddy’ Redman had now gone, Bobby’s back in the band as bass player and we need a
new drummer, so we asked Ringo.
[Bob] I was with Ringo at Butlin’s in Skegness and he was going to join us. As soon as Skegness
had finished, the two of us were going to go over to Hamburg and join the Dominoes. Then the
Beatles phoned up. We were having a cup of coffee, talking about going to Hamburg as I’d never
been before and Ringo had been several of times and this voice came over the camp intercom,
“Ringo Starr to reception”, so I went with him. He’s about three feet away saying “Yeah, yeah,
okay, yeah” and I knew he was talking to the Beatles; he stroked his beard and said “Do I have
to?” ‘cos they wanted him to shave his beard off and he didn’t want to. He put the phone down and
said, “I’m sorry Bob, I’m joining the Beatles, I’m not going to Hamburg.” I said, “You’ve cracked it
mate” because you knew they were going to be huge, so he didn’t come over with us. A guy called
Gibson Kemp, who had an almost identical style to Ringo in the way he played, joined the band
and that was the Dominoes for the duration.
So how did Hamburg all come about?
[Ted] Henry Henroid and Horst Fascher came to see us at the Orrell Park Ballroom and Henry just
said, “Do you fancy coming over to Hamburg and playing?” He was impressed with the band.
Funnily enough Rory Storm was playing the show on the same night. They were here in England
to sign up bands to go and play at the Star Club. I said yes instantly. In those days you gave up
your job and I don’t think any of us or any band you talk to since that era thought it was ever going
to last. The first contract was for two months or six weeks and you thought, okay, we’ll go over
there and if anything happens then great, if not I’ve still got my job when I come home. Jobs were
falling out of the sky in those days. We went over and did the first set and were invited back for the
next one, so that’s the way it sort of progressed. It just rolled on.
At the back end of ’63 Sam left the group and we were going to take Piggy, a great young German
keyboard player, and he desperately wanted to be a Domino but he had a contract to go and play
Denmark. I told him to take his time because Sam stayed with us for a while. Later he phoned me
up from Denmark to say the band had a contract to go to Italy so that was just out of the question.
That’s when we changed the format and asked Howie Casey and instead of a keyboard we then
had a sax. From there we added another sax, Dave Woods, so we had this two sax line-up. Dave
was very influential on the sax end, he worked out all the parts, he was cracking. That’s how the
whole format evolved into what the band became. In actual fact, at one stage we had three sax
players because Mahmoud Houari, the Algerian, stepped in for a while.
I presume you backed other artists while you were at the Star Club?
[Sam] Davy Jones, Audrey Arno - the first record we ever made was backing a German girl,
Audrey Arno, it was a waltz, “Bitte, Bleib' Doch Bei Mir”.
[Ted] Sam knows all the words.
[Sam] “Bitte, Bleib' Doch Bei Mir” means “Please stay with me” and she got news while we were
making the recording that her father had died so if you listen to that recording you can hear her
nearly crying on it. They actually wanted to cut the session but she insisted on doing it in memory
of her father. The other side was something called “Limbo Italiano” which was the opposite but
when she sang the waltz she was in tears. It was a memorable recording, the first one we did
apart from the acetates in the fifties.
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[Bob] Do you remember a guy called Alex Harvey?
Alex Harvey and the Soul Band it was in my day.
[Bob] We were the Soul Band. He came round the flat one day, about 9 o’clock, we’d been in bed
half an hour, all crashed out. He knocked us up and said he had to make an LP today. How do you
make an LP in a day? He had a conga player, a black guy named Wally Stewart who was the only
one he could get out of bed, the rest of the band were wiped out, Olympic drinkers the rest of his
band. We all dragged ourselves out of bed and got down to Polydor studios and the whole thing
was done on an old two-track (nowadays it’s about 64 tracks) and this was off the top of your
head. We didn’t know the songs, just made it up as we went along and at the end of every track
we all put our own applause on, banging bottles, and it all sounded so live. It came out as ‘Alex
Harvey and the Soul Band Live at the Top Ten Club’ and it was us at Polydor studios.
For the benefit of the readers, Alex Harvey was probably one of the first Rock'n'Roll singers to
ever emerge from Scotland along with Frankie Miller. I used to see Alex Harvey’s Soul Band a lot;
they were a regular act at the Cook’s Ferry Inn in Tottenham, which was a blues club and Jimmy
Powell, who we’ve had on our shows, was another regular there along with Them and a bloke
called Van Morrison.
[Bob] Did Alex have Hoagy Carmichael on tenor sax with him? I think his real name was George
Carmichael but everybody called him Hoagy. A great tenor player.
Now we have to talk about one of the greatest Rock'n'Roll tours of all time with Chuck Berry, Carl
Perkins and your good selves.
[Bob] That was amazing that was. Do you remember the Saturday Club? We backed Carl Perkins
on one of those shows. I’ve never heard it although I remember doing it.
[Ted] The original thing with that tour was that they wanted the Dominoes to back both of them.
Chuck Berry wouldn’t have it and he wanted the Dominoes.
[Bob] We pulled in John Hawkins from the Nashville Teens to play piano for us behind Chuck
Berry but they had the Nashville Teens backing Carl Perkins. For the Saturday Club broadcast we
backed both of them.
When I saw the show at the Finsbury Park Astoria also on the bill (unless I’m mistaken) was the
Graham Bond Organization that would have included Ginger Baker on drums and Jack Bruce on
bass. Graham had the show on his side because he was playing to a hostile audience really,
playing to rockers, right until the very end when he chose to do “Tammy”, the Debbie Reynolds
song for some bizarre reason and totally lost the audience.
[Bob] He played saxophone and organ at the same time. Then he killed himself under a tube
train.
So, Chuck Berry.
[Bob] The so called rehearsal. The first show was at ten past six or something and at 6 o’clock we
hadn’t even met him. This was our first major tour and we’re petrified. The audience is in, they’ve
got the safety curtain down and we’re standing on the stage, why, I don’t know. Chuck Berry
wanders in and he didn’t even look at us, plugged his guitar in and went to walk off and I said
“Hang on a minute. What are we playing?” He looked at me like I’m stupid and said “Chuck Berry
songs. Don’t worry, we’ll have a party” and off he goes.
It was amazing, absolutely amazing. We were shouting the keys to each other - wherever his
hands happened to be on the fret board, that’s the key we were in. If it was in A one night and his
hands happened to be on G the next night, it was in G. It was great. It was totally barmy but he’s
totally forgiven ‘cos he was wonderful.
Carl Perkins, a different type of person altogether?
[Bob] Lovely man. Just to be in his company was great.
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[Ted] In fact he insisted on sitting with the Dominoes at the back of the bus. The back seat took
five people and Carl always had the window seat looking up the bus on the right hand side and we
had one double seat in front so it kept us all together
[Bob] There’s a recording somewhere (I’ve got a feeling John Steel, the drummer from the
Animals, has got it) of the Dominoes, the Animals, the Nashville Teens, Carl Perkins and Chuck
Berry all having a sing-song on the bus and it was the first time I ever heard Chuck Berry do “My
Ding-a-ling”. He sang it on the bus - he never sang it on the stage but he sang it on the bus.
Apart from the Astoria, I saw you at the Club Noreik in Tottenham when you were backing Chuck
Berry. The Club Noreik was a former cinema on the corner of Seven Sisters Road and Tottenham
High Road for north London folks and round about ‘64/’65 were its peak years when everybody
played there; Sonny Boy Williamson, Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters, Chuck Berry, Carl Perkins,
Gene Vincent and Bill Haley. I remember you, Ted, walking out on stage, looking around and
muttering something about it being a shithole.
[Bob] That might have been the place John Lee Hooker
turned up. We were backing Chuck Berry and John Lee
Hooker came backstage with two bottles of Johnnie
Walker whisky. He put them down between his feet and
was drinking out of one and John Frankland who was
our rhythm guitarist asked for his autograph. He wrote it
down and then scrubbed it out… “That’s not right”. He
wrote it again… “No, that’s not right” and he had nine
goes before he got his name right and John’s still got it. I
remember he came off stage and there was just half an inch left in the second bottle.
Unbelievable.
[Sam] So was his timing. Jimmy Rogers was pretty similar with his timing. In the seventies I
played in pubs and used to back a lot of blues singers and anybody that got up and you really
learned about people coming in at the wrong place and the wrong time and you got used to it. I
would imagine if you were touring with John Lee Hooker or someone you’d know what to do.
So what happened after the tour? I suppose we’re talking 1965 now.
[Bob] I joined Cliff Bennett then and Ted went back to Germany.
[Ted] I was backwards and forwards. When a band like that breaks up and we’d been together so
long it’s very hard to replace it and it was a case of either replace it or get out for me. I’d always
said when there’s no fun in it, just get out… no persevering through degradation, no way. I went
back to Germany and brought the Griff Parry Five over with Steve Aldo, toured with them and then
they went their own way. I was systematically bringing bands over that were getting worse and
worse or harder to work with, not necessarily worse musically. Then one day I thought I’ve had
enough of this, I’ll go back and call it a day. I phoned up Franklyn Boyd in London and said I was
going to pack it up and he asked if, on the way home, I could do the ‘Teenagers Only’ in
Southampton. I was driving back and asked what the pay was. He said “£400 to do one number”.
“Of course I can! No problem.” I arrived at the studio and it was a live show going out at ten past
six after the news. I got there at a quarter to six, the stage was ready, no sound check, no nothing
and I went on, did one number and three minutes later I was on my way home with £400 in my
pocket. Now in late ‘65 £400 was worth having.
[Bob] You could buy a brand new mini for that.
[Ted] I did another one which was a stupid one, I only picked up £250 for it. It was another silly
thing that people rang up and said come down and do a number on the radio or whatever it was. I
was heavily into my own business again because my business was making more money than I
could handle and I didn’t really need all this interruption into something that was a going concern. I
had people like Bruce Springsteen who wanted me to do an LP with him; this is through that Lord
Horror nutter that you worked for Bobby, Dave Britton. He got a request off Bruce Springsteen if
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he could ask Kingsize Taylor to do a double person LP, with him on one side and me on the other
and he sent sketches of what the cover was going to be that Bruce had actually designed. My side
was called “Born In The USA” while his was something else. As it had come via Dave Britton, I
think he’s a bit puddled, I’d already seen Bobby’s version of this and the whole thing was virtually
like a neo-Nazi thing.
[Bob] He did some weird stuff - I finished up doing two Springsteen songs, “Born in the USA” and
“Cadillac Ranch”.
[Ted] P J Proby was another one. This was going to be the new thing because everything was
caving in a little bit about this time on the rocking scene. There were people trying to jump back on
the bandwagon with a new format of two people doing an LP on different sides and this Dave
Britton was one of them. He actually described me in one of his books as a neo-Nazi fascist.
[Sam] That’s not nice.
[Bob] But he absolutely loved the Dominoes.
What did you do after the Dominoes Sam?
[Sam] I went with Tony Sheridan and the Beat Brothers and then he left when we had a tour of
Austria booked. We toured Austria with Joey Dee and the Starliters and no Tony Sheridan so they
made out I was Tony. I was sat in a cinema in Austria and afterwards I went out to the front and
was signing all the autographs Tony Sheridan. There isn’t anybody less like Tony Sheridan. That
was weird. After that I went with a German band called the Tramps and was with them for a couple
of years 1964 to 1966, a show band. After that I played a lot with John Frankland the rhythm
guitarist, we just went out as a duo, Sam and John. Then I started up as a trio with my brother and
some guitarist from Runcorn and we worked as a backing band, played South Liverpool Football
Club and places like that and round about 1980 I packed it up altogether. I didn’t start playing
again until Merseycats in 1990/91. We did reform the Dominoes but Ted wasn’t available at the
time so we played for quite a few years. Later on Ted reappeared and went back to Hamburg in
2002, so on and off we’ve played ever since then. I’ve got a gig here tomorrow (referring to the 2is
Reunion 10 Part 2).
[Ted] I’ve got the Dominoes name registered actually. We had to do it because we were playing
for Anglo-American Agency, Little Richard wanted us to go over and play on his tour, and I’d
applied for the work permit but I had to pay to officially register the name of the band. Franklyn
Boyd did it on my behalf, got his solicitor to get it done and push it through, thinking we were
imminently going on this tour to America. It was all okay on paper until the American band got a
mail from the tour manager who should have been using them here - in those days you had to
have an exchange of people with America, if a five-piece band is going to America, five musicians
have to come over here and that went on for years - the tour manager had heard a demo record of
them and said he wasn’t having them, they were a load of crap and he didn’t want to know about
them. They withdrew the contract in America and they withdrew the offer of a work permit for me
as I now had no exchange band. So we never got to the States (Little Richard had said we’d kill
‘em dead in America) all because of these Musician’s Union restrictions. Silly, but that’s the way it
goes.
[Sam] You know the way Cliff Richard had to change his band from the Drifters to the Shadows,
what was a bit odd was to my knowledge we never heard from Billy Ward!
Oh yes, Billy Ward and his Dominoes.
[Sam] Obviously we didn’t know at the time although they had a couple of UK hits in the fifties with
"Star Dust" and "Deep Purple".
Bobby, how long were you with Cliff Bennett?
[Bob] I was with Cliff Bennett for about a year and a packed year at that. I did two albums;
remember EPs? I did three EPs and about four or five singles all in a year and we did three major
tours as well and how we did that was unbelievable. I was listening to one of Cliff’s records only
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the other week, “I’ll Take You Home”, it’s an old Drifters song and at the time we were recording it
at Abbey Road I’d just got a new Gibson bass. Everything was totally live, Cliff is in the middle of
the studio singing, I’m sitting down playing the bass and Paul McCartney was two feet away
talking about my bass. I’m trying to play this bass, talk to him and listening to what Cliff is doing.
Every time I hear that track I think Paul McCartney was only two feet away. Isn’t it weird? Apart
from holidays, I don’t think I’ve gone a week without playing a gig somewhere since the fifties. You
can tell by the voice, can’t you? I’ve worked right the way through with different bands and playing
solo.
What about you Ted in more recent years?
[Ted] I just stayed out of it; I didn’t want to know about it. I always tell
people if you’re going to change your life, change it completely. I put all my
energy from being a Rock'n'Roll singer into my butchery business and I
had a very, very successful business for thirty-odd years. I became known
as the “meat artist” because I was creative with my meat - people don’t
realise how creative you can be with meat.
[Bob] Just ask Lady Gaga.
[Ted] I used to turn down interviews and people saying come and do this
or do that. I would never do it because it was getting in my way as far as I was concerned. I used
to have a friend who sadly, not long ago, passed away, Alan Wetherby, who was a customer of
mine and was a member of Merseycats. Every time he came in for his meat at the weekend he
would ask if I wanted to come into Merseycats, somebody’s asked if you’ll come into Merseycats,
and he just went on, week after week.
One day I said, “Okay Alan, I’ll come down”. He said it was dying a death as only seven people
were turning up and this was shortly before 2000 and, although the membership wasn’t dwindling,
the people turning up was dwindling so you’d end up with seven people getting up on stage and
doing nothing and that was the end of the night. I went down and it was nice to see some of the
old lads, so I thought okay, it’s a night out. I got up on stage and the minutes I hit the scene (and I
don’t mean this to sound big-headed) word got round the grapevine and the next week there were
thirty there. Because they liked it they brought people again and we had good membership and
good public and I got back into it that way.
When it got to 2002, Horst Fascher rang me up and
asked when I was going over to Germany to do a gig. I
explained I was now back into it after the Merseycats
charity thing and I asked if he knew what year it was next
year (2002) - the 40th Anniversary of the Star Club - and I
said I’d go over and do a show then. His reply was “Oh
Teddy, people are too old now, they’re happy sitting in
their chairs watching the television. It will never work.” I
was a bit annoyed actually because he’d been mytherin’
me for years to go over so I said “Okay Horst, cheers,
bye” and put the phone down. 8 o’clock the next morning
the phone’s going… “Teddy, that’s not really a bad
idea that, who can we get to come over?” I
suggested a few names, he suggested a few
names but what I didn’t know was he’d already
been in touch with an agent who was going to take
this show on board and the 2002 anniversary
brought in to St Pauli over half a million people. I
say that our 50th Anniversary was the best ever
but, in theory, that was the greatest anniversary
that anybody had ever seen in their life and the
town, instead of having 20,000 visitors, on that day had over half a million. I went to buy a packet
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of fags and it took me four minutes to walk a hundred yards to the machine it was so packed. It
was heaving; they were like sausages in the street.
[Bob] Like bratwurst in the street.
[Ted] And Sam got to play with Scotty Moore.
That was a great interview lads. As you know, there are quite a lot of purists on the Rock'n'Roll
scene and some of them won’t even listen to anything that wasn’t recorded south of the MasonDixon line but there’s one band they always say was the best Rock'n'Roll/R&B band in the UK and
what do you reckon that band is called? Kingsize Taylor and the Dominoes.

Recording and photos © Denis Hoare

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world-wide.
From the Jets to Lucas and The Dynamos, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to
Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson,
Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
Plus Darrel Higham And The Enforcers, This Little Girl/The Dillicats, The Lennerockers,
Michael T. Clayton and The Vee Eights

One call, book 'em all.
Better call Paul on 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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NOSTALGIA

Memories are made of this…

I've heard that TFTW is partly about nostalgia which is taken from two Greek words meaning
"return" and "pain". This nostalgia we all empathise with - the pang of sadness when recalling lost
loved ones, youth, good health and the like.
The meaning that is intended at TFTW - I believe - is a return to the past with pleasure. In such a
mindset I devised an exercise which all Woodies may like to consider - that, should they have their
own time machine, which events would they wish to experience given a second chance?
This would need to be a gut reaction rather than an event to impress others who may read about
it. Being the sad person I am I took some time to make my personal short list which is, in no
particular order:
1) The Boogie Woogie seminal concerts "From Spirituals to Swing" in 1938/9 (either would do).
2) The Hank Williams concerts in1952 where Hank Williams "married" Billie Jean Jones Eshlimar
(again either performance)
3) The live performance by Freddie Mercury and Queen at Wembley in 1986 - which I missed
being very busy and promising myself that I would catch the next one.
I submit this as it requires an active effort on behalf of the reader rather than being the passive
receiver of the efforts of contributors. It is worth noting that there is no compulsion to be limited to
the actual years of your own life but have the freedom to return to a time of your choosing. This is
especially positive for younger Woodies who may feel they have missed some of the golden years
of music.
Woodette
Regret not being of an age to see Elvis in concert.
Not buying tickets for Ray Charles’ final UK concert (1996?).
Always being too busy (or what is commonly referred to as 'no Rock'n'Roll buddies') for
Hemsby, Rhythm Riot etc. until 2016!!!!!!! (Thanks Ken)
Linked to above - missing Link Wray at Hemsby and Dion at the Doo Wop Extravaganza 2015.
Finally, I wish I had been born in the US circa 1940 and the opportunity to see some of the
greats of Rock'n'Roll, Rockabilly, R&B and Doo Wop.
Dick Taylor
1. It is 1955. I am listening to “Hancock's Half Hour” on the radio (sorry - wireless!) This episode
is a skit on “The Blackboard Jungle”, in which the lad himself plays the part of a teacher in a tough
school (so tough, he says, that if a pupil puts his hand up, the teacher doesn't know if he wants to
go to the lavatory, or has a gun in his back!)
Suddenly, some music starts playing – a clanging, crashing, heavily rhythmic number, the vocalist
singing urgently, as if he is issuing a call to arms. I sit up, rigid with excitement. It's “Rock Around
The Clock”, of course, by Bill Haley! It was the first time I had heard it – on Auntie BBC! And they
played snatches of it throughout the programme! It changed my life forever in dozens of different
ways. “Thank you, Auntie!”
2. About 1954, at my local grammar school, our English teacher (female!) asked us to write an
essay (can't remember the subject). Next day she came in and announced that I had received full
marks for it and commented: “No one has ever done that since I have been at this school.” (She
had been there for over 40 years). She said that such a unique achievement deserved a reward.
She then awarded me a Postal Order for 10/6d. Ah, sublime triumph!
3. Over 10 years ago. I won £2,000 on a local hospice lottery. I wanted to share it with my
immediate family but they refused to accept this and urged me to use the money to reduce my
debts (£10,000). I did so and... I've never won a damn thing since!
You ask about shows I would like to have seen - well, Haley, of course, and Buddy Holly, and
Vincent/Cochran (they came to Liverpool and I didn't go to see them! Why? Maybe I didn't have
the money.)
Neil Foster
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Mr Angry achieves a victory
The crackdown on charities exploiting the elderly and vulnerable is a stunning victory for TFTW
and for this column. We first alerted the world to the scandal after Mrs Angry's details were
passed from charity to charity to the point where she was receiving targeted begging letters every
day, and phone calls too many to count.
Initially, we believed that her name appeared on a mug database after she gave money under her
own name to British Red Cross over a Christmas period. Daily phone calls followed from,
allegedly, British Red Cross causing her much pain and anguish until she finally said that if she
received one more telephone call demanding she set up new standing orders on their behalf, she
would cancel all she gave to them.
We wrongly believed that her name, address and number were sold to various other charities, and
she had been earmarked as, well, an easy mark. It now turns out that most of the several
thousand registered charities in this country use one of at least a dozen large organisations who
make begging, threatening and irritating telephone calls all day and all night, and mail out tens of
thousands of letters, too.
Other media organisations, both print and broadcast, reported on the scandal
after TFTW brought attention to it, and now there is a report by Sir Stuart
Etherington, who was called in by the Government after our exposé.
“The current system of self-regulation has quite clearly failed,” he said.
As a result, a register called the Fundraising Preference Service will be set up as a new regulator.
Charities will be banned from contacting those on the list.
Meanwhile, a number of the companies employed by charities to make cold calls on their behalf
have seen their contracts cancelled, and some have gone into liquidation. And even after TFTW
and this column had drawn attention to the harassment many suffered, it took the death of a 90+
year old poppy seller who committed suicide rather than put up with any more charity muggers
phoning her for the Government to take action.
TFTW editor Keith Woods said: “This has been a successful campaign on our part, and shows the
value of Mr Angry's always excellent columns. I congratulate him on this success, and I am
hopeful of congratulations for myself on giving this most talented individual the platform to air
his views.”
Meanwhile, a number of you have contacted this column to praise last edition's helpful hints on
communal dining, and the etiquette that needs to be observed when it comes to paying, and
sharing, bills.
A correspondent had pointed out something that I missed. MP Tim Yeo from Suffolk is facing
corruption charges, one of which specifically lists his habit of using his company credit card to
pay for meals, and then obliging others to pay their share of the cost of the meal.
So if one of your number on regular dining out evenings proffers a credit card on a regular basis
to pay the whole bill, ensure a) it is his personal credit card and not his company's and b) you are
not being made tax deductible for a tight-fisted humbug.
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 16. And so we at last reach the end
of 1970. THE END. Catalogue numbers in brackets. Unless stated all comments relate to the A
side.
TAMLA MOTOWN
There were over 40 releases on the label during the year. Phew. A lot of them are spread out in
front of me. So here is my top five 1970 Motownies.
The Originals - Baby I'm For Real/ Moment Of Truth (733) (Soul)
Marvin Gaye was behind the success of this group. This masterpiece needs no introduction. If you
didn't already know, this is one of the most rewarding soul outings ever. A perfect plaintive ballad
with very sensitive and intelligent lyrics, along with lush vocal harmonising, it's overwhelming.
It all has a nice simple feel to it, and it is this simplicity that makes it so appealing. This is one of
Soulboy's top records of all time. If you have never experienced this amazing outing, check it out.
Naturally, in a country that has soul taste, this was a major hit in the States.
The Motown Spinners - It's A Shame/Sweet Thing (755) (VIP)
I've always been a great fan of the Spinners, particularly Philip
Wynn's lead vocals. This was produced by Stevie Wonder. Far
from the typical Motown sound of the time. A good singalong
ditty. Top 20 hit in the UK.
Junior Walker & the All Stars - Do You See My Love (For You
Growing)/Groove and Move (750) (Soul)
The familiar strains of Jnr's sax give us an intro into what was
his best single since, 'What Does It Take'. The heavy stomping
and pounding beat made it a dance floor winner. As you would
expect, some superb sax breaks, which occur at regular
intervals, all adding up to a crackalicious three and a half
minutes. A massive American Hit.
Gladys Knight & the Pips - Didn't You Know (You'd Have To Cry Sometime)/Keep An Eye (728)
(Soul)
You could always rely on Ms Knight and her Pips for top notch soul, and this is another slice of just
that. Basically a ballad with a sort of definite swing to it. Gladys really gets into the compelling
lyrics, courtesy of HDH. Terrific release.
Jimmy Ruffin - I'll Say Forever My Love/Everybody Needs Love (740) (Soul)
In my opinion Jim was one of Motown's classiest vocalists.
Here he is at his best on a good tuneful ballad. This was
originally release in 1967. It oozes the unmistakable Motown
sound. Not as strong as, 'Farewell Is A Lonely Sound', but
running a close second. One of the greats was Jim.
TRACK
An independent label established in 1967 by the Who's
managers, Kit Lambert and Chris Stamp. The label ceased
operations in 1978.
The Debonaires - I'm In Love Again/Headache In My Heart
(604035) (Solid Hit)
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Out of Detroit this femme group tackles the 1965 Supremes' B side to 'Stop In The Name Of Love'.
A HDH composition. Originally released in 1966, this uncannily could be early Supremes.
Interesting item.
UNITED ARTISTS
United Artists records was founded in 1957, initially to distribute its movie soundtracks, but soon
branched out into recorded music of different genres. The label had quite a few R&B and
Rock'n'Roll hits from 1957 into the early sixties.
In 1966 UA acquired the masters of Sue Records.
In 1969 UA Merged with Liberty records and Imperial.
In 1980 EMI dropped the UA logo and revived the Liberty label.
This was a major record label and from its various labels and subsidiaries was very kind to soul.
Patti Austin - Your Love Made The Difference In Me/It's
Easier To Laugh Than Cry (35097) (UA)
The God Daughter of Quincy Jones was a new name at
the time, who did eventually go onto greater things. But
not with the help of this. It’s a raucous tuneless gospel
tinged item, with a very powerful sound to it. Although
Patti sings her testifying heart out, there's very little real
significance in it.
Jimmy McGriff - The Worm/What's That (35052) (UA)
A jolly good twiddle around the keyboards from Jim. Along
with some strong and strutting brass, it's a dance floor
winner from 1968 (Solid State). This worm was one of the
most requested R&B instrumentals around this time.
Robert Patterson Singers - Games People Play/Put A
Little Love In Your Heart (35085) (UA)
This gospel group, featuring the famed Bob Patterson and his assembly, give their gospelised
treatment to a couple of pop hits. A real work out with plenty of feeling and a certain amount of
excitement, but it had nothing new to offer gospel music. In fact why bother, oh yes $$$
UNI
UNI Records (Universal City Records) was a record label owned by MCA and was launched in
1966, releasing a real mixed bag of material. In 1971 UNI was merged with Kapp Records.
Bob & Earl - (Pickin' Up) Love's Vibrations/Uh Uh Naw, Naw Naw (519) (Uni)
This release found the Harlem Shufflers back on wax after a long recording break, which also
found them in a completely new bag. Very atmospheric ballad with a strong arrangement that the
guys did themselves. Wah-wah guitar flits in every now and then. Tremendous come-back. They
quickly disappeared again.
Betty Everett - Sugar/Hold On (517) (Uni)
This is a far cry from Betty's bygone hits. Written by Neil Sedaka. It's kind of catchy, but is simply a
straight pop single. Nothing world beating here.
WAND
Wand was a division of Scepter Records set up in 1961. The founder Florence Greenberg retired
from the business in 1976, and sold her record labels to Springboard International.
Dionne Warwick - I'll Never Fall In Love Again/What The World Needs Now Is Love (2) (Scepter)
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Ms Warwick was at the peak of her career in the late sixties and early seventies. I love Dionne
Warwick, but even back in 1970 this Bacharach & David song was a wee bit yucky.
Dionne Warwick - Let Me Go To Him/Loneliness Remembers What Happiness Forgets (4)
(Scepter)
Typical Dionne and Bacharach & David. A ballad with a slow strutting beat aided by strings and
piano. Dionne's voice is perfectly suited to this pleasing song. Close on perfect if you like sloshy
MOTR soul.
Dionne Warwick - Paper Maché/The Wine Is Young (6) (Scepter)
And yet another Bacharach & David song that fits superbly in the partnership with Dionne. An
attractive little number, if a little twee, is executed perfectly by Ms Warwick. Late night cuddle
material.
Dionne Warwick - Make It Easy On Yourself/Knowing When To Leave (8) (Scepter)
Another winner from Dionne. By now this slow slinky ballad was virtually a standard. It's a perfect
song, performed by a perfect singer, along with a perfect musical arrangement, equals a perfect
forty five.
WARNER BROS
Like United Artists, Warner Brothers was a major record label, and one of the longest established
labels. Formed in 1958 as the recording division of the American movie studios Warner Brothers
pictures. Apart from some major pop soul artists, George Benson, Prince etc, the label wasn't very
kind to soul.
Lorraine Ellinson - You've Really Got A Hold On Me/You Don't Know Nothing About Love (7394)
(WB)
This established Smokey Robinson classic is not in the right hands here. Jerry Ragavoy
arrangement is far too complicated for such a simple yet attractive song. The song doesn't get a
new lease of life here.
Herbie Hancock - Fat Mama/Wiggle Waggle (7358) (WB)
A very catchy instrumental. Piano takes lead above a
vaguely funky combo but a lot of to-ing and fro-ing which
seems to lose the plot somewhat midway. Occasionally
the tune escapes and it is quite pleasant again. A good
toe tapper. It was a few more years down the line before
he regularly made numerous chart appearances.
Charles Wright & the Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band Loveland/Sorry Charlie (7365) (WB)
This eight piece Los Angeles group's usual outings were
normally complex funky instrumentals, like 'Do Your
Thing'. This pretty vocal number is all very nice, but is
hardly strong enough to mean much. Was a R&B/Pop hit
Charles himself was lead singer with The Shields, who
claimed a million seller in 1958 with a brilliant doo-wop
outing, 'You Cheated' on Dot Records. Check it out.
Charles Wright & the Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band - Express Yourself/Living On Borrowed
Time (7417) (WB)
This simple funky sound finds the vocalist this time Charley himself. It's all very complicated with a
broken beat and chants, 'Express Yourself', that made it perfect for shaking your booty to. Anyway
it all comes together perfectly, and is sort of captivating. Was the group's biggest R&B/Pop hit. To
some extent reminds me of Raw Spitt.
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WHAT'S BEEN ON SOULBOY'S DECK RECENTLY?
Another rummage through the soul boxes. As always it gets
deeper as we move through the play list, stopping off in Wigan
on the way.
To answer a question. No I don't own ALL the original 45s, I
wish, but do have all the records in that format with some being
on UK labels. Example, Barbara Lynn - Sue and Oval. Bobby
Well - Grapevine. Bird Rollins - Mojo. Albert Washington President. Mill Edwards - Action etc. It makes sense to me to
list the original American label and year of release.
So to repeat Gene Redding 'I Got Soul'. And that's certainly
what we have here. So put your R'n'R away and check out this
blistering soul bag.
Gene Redding - I Got Soul (Bell 1969)
Tony Clarke - Ain't Love Good, Ain't Love Proud (Chess 1964)
Bird Rollins - Love Man From Carolina (Calla 1972)
Percy Milem - Call On Me (Goldwax 1966)
Roy Lee Johnson - So Anna Just Love Me (Josie 1966)
Hoagy Lands - Why Didn't You Let Me Know (Spectrum 1971)
Pearl Woods - Keep Your Business To Yourself (Don't Tell It All) (Sue 1961)
Sly Johnson - Stuck in Chicago (Hi 1974) (lp)
Millie Jackson - A House For Sale (Spring 1976)
Jackie Moore - The Bridge That Lies Between Us (Kayvette 1976)
Major Lance - Stay Away From Me (I Love You Too Much) (Curtom 1970)
Barbara Lynn - Letter To Mommy And Daddy (Jamie 1962)
Shirley Edwards - It's Your Love (Shrine 1966)
Lou Pride - Look Out Love (Albatross 1978)
Freddie North - She's All I Got (Mankind 1971)
Bobby Wells - Be's That Way Sometimes (Romur 1966)
Spyder Turner - I Can't Make It Anymore (MGM 1967)
Darrow Fletcher - My Young Misery (Groovy 1966)
Yum Yums - Gonna Be A Big Thing (ABC 1965)
J J Barnes - Please Let Me In (Ric Tic 1965)
Walter Jackson - It's All Over (Okeh 1964)
Mill Edwards - I Found Myself (Cutlass 1972)
Albert Washington - These Arms Of Mine (Fraternity 1968)
Don Covay - It's In The Wind (Atlantic 1968)
Johnny Robinson - Don't Take It So Hard (Epic 1969)
Gene Redding - I Need Your Lovin' (Bell 1969)
Darrell Banks - Here Come The Tears (Atco 1967)
Freddie Waters - I'm Afraid To Let You Into My Life (October 1977)
Hersey Taylor - Let Me Make You Happy (Future Stars 1974)
Charles Drain - When You Say You Love Me (Professors' 50/50 1985) *****
C L Blast - Leftover Love (Cintone 1972)
Roscoe Shelton – I Know Your Heart Has Been Broken (S Stage 7 1965)
O V Wright - What More Can I Do (To Prove My Love For You) (ABC 1975) *****
Jerry Washington - Right Here Is Where You Belong (Excello 1972)
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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At one of my old school class reunions, a classmate who knew I was a big music fan, asked me, in
2000, if I knew any good Lonnie Donegan CDs and I recommended ‘The Skiffle Sessions, Live in
Belfast’ with Lonnie and Van Morrison. When I met him, much later, he said how much he had
enjoyed it and, fancying a Blues CD, he asked me again for a suggestion. Knowing he was not a
dyed in the wool Blues fan I offered ‘Let Me Talk’ by Hugh Laurie. That was 2012. He loved it. A
couple of weeks ago, I met him again after offering another suggestion, ‘Blues People’ by Eric
Bibb which he also enjoyed and was looking for more material by him. He will now be asking me
for further suggestions and it will be difficult to keep him pleased with new offerings, but, I will find
something to suit his middle of the road blues tastes. I recommend all the above to anybody
wishing to dip their toes into the Blues without falling in!

The Kokomo Kings:

This Swedish Band (one of Keith’s favourite ‘white’ bands) played ‘the
Spice of Life’ in London’s West End’ in October and I drew longest straw to do the review. It was
their second appearance there and a TFTW production. By London’s standards the Spice of Life is
a small, intimate, comfortable cellar bar with plenty of tables and chairs (slightly reminding me of
those Hollywood clubs in films which never seemed big enough to make any money) under the
pub of the same name.
There were, of course lots of Woodies there
and with a good viewing seat and a pint I sat
down to enjoy the well hyped ‘Kokomo Kings’
introduced by the effervescent Keith.
They were not Blues, they were not Rhythm
and Blues, they were not Rock and Roll, they
were not Rockabilly, they were not Country,
They were all of them, veritable Jacks of all
© Tony Annis
trades, and masters of all they played! With a
line-up of Harmonica Sam, vocals and harp,
Ronni Busack Boysen on lead guitar, a stand in (or sit in) on drums and bandleader Magnus
Lanshammar on electric bass (he used two with different effects) they roared into a rhythm and
blues/rockabilly instrumental that had everybody there rocking immediately. Then Sam took the
vocals, powerfully, sounding like a cross between Johnny Duncan (I loved his slightly nasal vocals
with the Blue Grass Boys way back when) and Jerry Lee.
Their material, mostly written by the bass player all sounded, in a comfortable way, like I had
heard it before, which I hadn’t, and they were all top notch songs that really rocked along
(including the more bluesy ones). The lead guitarist was splendidly innovative with his approach
and solos, savage and cutting in exciting ways. And Sam on harp kept his solos to short bursts but
was generally too quiet (there’s an unusual complaint!) The bass player drove the driving sound
from underneath, prominent during the solos and ‘back to bass-ics’ during the vocals. The stand-in
drummer kept it simple and it was clear the group missed their proper traps. However, the front
three more than made up for this very slight problem. After the interval, the group invited Big Joe
Louis to the stage and he played an interesting one chord riff kind of talking blues (this is a true
story…) but left the solos to Ronni.
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The band continued to play, brilliantly, their own material, some from their new album ‘Artificial
Natural’ (which has been reviewed in an earlier TFTW) we also heard their version of the old
Kokomo Arnold’s ‘Kokomo Blues’. All too soon the last number was played, the encores blazed
out and the night was over. The crowd, who could have been bigger, cheered them off. There
were many local celebs in the crowd including the afore-mentioned Big Joe Louis, Danny Rivers, a
rock and roll singer from Jack Good’s Wham! and a Joe Meek recording artist, Iain Terry, the
guitarist who stood in for our John in the TFTW band, TFTW member, Tony Annis, retired film
director and a photographer for this magazine and Rockin’ Gerry, a 2is veteran and comedy poet.
Keith, in his usual flamboyant style, introduced all these to the enthused audience.
In this audience, a girl who was dying to jive, enjoyed trying to pull her friends (and strangers) on
to the tiny dance area, then we were all rewarded, later, to a fine display of classy jiving by a
couple best described as Marilyn Monroe and Casey Jones!
The two questions on your lips: did I buy a CD and would I see them again? And the answers to
both are: Yes (although I’d like to see them with their own drummer and the CD didn’t have the
blistering guitar solos and raw attack of the vocals). Keith is getting them back in June so bring a
partner who can jive, be there and be electrified.

Lists: The European Blues Awards 2015 was announced at Blues Fest UK02 Arena London last
month. This is an organisation following a 35 year old dream of its members but has finally got off
the ground in the last 5 years or so.
Best Blues Musician: Ted McKenna (Scotland) He is really a Rock Blues Drummer)
Best Radio Show: Paul Jones Blues show BBC Radio2 (UK) (Winner last year)
Best Publication: The Blues Magazine (UK) (Winner last year)
Best Album/Recorded Session: ‘The Blues Overdrive’ by ‘Clinch (Denmark)
Best Solo/Acoustic Act: Seasick Steve (USA)
Best Vocalist: Ian Seigal (UK) (Winner last year)
Best Festival/Event: ‘Ribs In Blues Festival’ (Netherlands)
Best Guitarist: Laurence Jones (UK)
Best Blues Band: Leif De Leeuw Band (Netherlands)
European Blues Lifetime Contribution Award: The team from ‘Musik Theatre Piano’ Dortmund
(Germany) for pioneering Blues artists from all over the world ‘for an extremely long period of time’
Well I don’t know what you thought of this list but, although several winners possibly deserve it, I
thought many did not. I base this on having seen, heard, read and been to, many different Blues in
Europe (and the USA) but I suppose the EBA have to start somewhere!

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing into the Cs;
Jon Cleary is an Englishman who lives in New Orleans and has absorbed that piano style
including stamping his own personality on the Blues. He is a very fast player when the tune
requires it and told me once that he played the big Roland electric piano because it was one of the
few which had a repeat action that could keep up with him. He is a truly great player.
Ry Cooder. I first heard Cooder on Charlie Gillett’s show on Radio London where he played ‘All
Over Now’ from ‘Boomer’s Story’ I went straight out and bought the LP. I then bought his earlier
albums and enjoyed his Blues played in a very skilful way. I saw him in concert in London in the
early ‘80s I think where just he and David Lindley played. I can’t forget that concert not only for the
superb playing but that I sat next to Joanna Lumley! In his later recordings he has moved a long
way from the blues which is a great pity.
Leroy Carr. 1899-1935 a Blues pianist much copied once he had recorded (as a duet with
Scrapper Blackwell on guitar) and for those who like the old Blues piano style he is the one.
Unfortunately he was a better drinker than a pianist and subsequently died early.
Ray Charles. It goes without saying that although he had a wonderful Blues voice he was a great
Blues piano player (just listen to his version of ‘Mess Around’). He became blind as a small child
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and was sent to a school for the deaf and blind in Florida where he learned to read music in
Braille. As a teenager he played with Lowell Fulson then started his own trio and recorded with
Downbeat. He signed with Atlantic in 1952 and in the next seven years produced a magnificent
and diverse amount of work of all types but mostly Rhythm and Blues. His intro into ‘What I Say’
(almost the first time a Fender Rhodes piano was recorded) is, for me, the best twelve bars in
music. Others of my favourites in the letter ‘C’ include Eric Clapton, Al Copley, Shemekia
Copeland and Chicago Blues generally.

Who did I last see? Not strictly true, as the last band I saw was the Kokomo Kings (above) but
the night before I went to my local Blues club in Aylesbury to see ‘The Papa George Band’ Papa
George, born in London of Greek Cypriot parents leads a powerhouse trio with Pete Rees on bass
and stand-in John Lingwood on drums. Usually I don’t like ‘Blues powerhouse trios’ because
generally it limits their presentation and also they are too loud trying to make up their musical
deficiencies.
Papa George, however, was a maestro. His guitar playing was effortless
and brilliant. He had paid his dues having turned professional in 1970
then played all over the world with artists including P.P. Arnold, Zoot
Money, Freddie Mercury, Paul Jones, Roger Chapman and Gary Moore,
and continued to learn from them. His current playlist (it changes all the
time) included, on this night, a couple of recognisable Blues
instrumentals, and his versions of songs by Curtis Mayfield, Robert
Johnson, Stevie Wonder, Stevie Ray Vaughan, an Elvis blues and
‘Honky Tonk Women’ by the Rolling Stones amongst many others. His
encore was the blues standard ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’ (Muddy Waters’ is
probably the best known version) played with such skill and speed, it left
all the audience wanting more. He is a Blues master who knows his
audience, playing his own material alongside carefully chosen standards
with superb mastery of the several guitars he used.
Again, the drummer was a last minute stand-in and the bass player coached him all evening but
he appeared to know most of the material and how Papa George played it.

What was my last CD?

Again, not strictly true because I bought a
couple of Rock‘n’Roll CDs most recently and Christmas is coming and
Santa may have some treasures for me. The last good blues CD I
bought was ‘Taj Mahal at the Ultrasonic Studios Long Island October
15th 1974’. You can probably tell by now that Taj Mahal is one of my
very favourite artists and I keep an eye on anything he may put out and
this CD was issued last year and is a very good live recording of Taj
and a great band playing a variety of Blues, Reggae/Blues and even a
Scottish folk tune bluesed up. There is a particularly good version of
‘Good Morning Little Schoolgirl’ which features a great Bass line. The
recorder keeps rolling between tracks and the band is properly introduced. I am enjoying listening.

What was on my IPod today? ’Jelly Roll King’ by Frank Frost from his 1995 Charly compilation
‘Jelly Roll King’. Born in Arkansas in 1936 (died there too in 1999) he was a pioneer blues
harmonica player writing tunes in a similar blues style to Jimmy Reed. He recorded this tune and
much of his material with Sam Phillips in the Sun studio in 1962 and it really rocks along.
Finally, I get emails from Alan Cackett, a country journalist. He sends out lists of Country CDs,
promotional material, photos, and occasional vinyl for sale at reasonable but not cheap prices.
(you can try to bargain!) He is at alan@acackett.freeserve.co.uk although I am not a country fan
there are some unusual items on his list and I always scan it.
Dave Parker
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, October 26, 2015
P.P. Arnold at the Jazz Cafe
Seamus McGarvey reviews a show by a sixties icon.
Emerging from a gospel background, and as one of
Ike & Tina Turner's Ikettes who, with encouragement
from the likes of Mick Jagger, opted for a solo
recording and performing career starting in London in
1966, P. P. Arnold has had an interesting history, and
this appearance on Saturday October 24 was an
excellent opportunity to catch her 'live', something I'd
not managed to do for many years.
With a tight six-piece band led by guitarist Ray
Russell, and two strong backing singers - Debra
Lewis-Brown and her daughter Chantal – P. P.
appeared on stage, as she herself said later in the
set, 'still looking good for my ahem.. years', and in
fine voice from the off on The Ikettes' 'What'cha
Gonna Do' before 'the song that brought me to the
U.K.', 'River Deep, Mountain High', showing that she
could still do The Ikettes' 'two-step' dance routine.
There was some humorous to-and-fro with the fans in
the audience about her first meeting with Mick
Jagger, leading into the Cat Stevens composition
which became one of her biggest hits, 'The First Cut
Is The Deepest', in a suitably soulful treatment which
again demonstrated her range and vocal edge, and
on into the self-penned 'Am I Still Dreaming'. There
was a strong '60s feel to the set with numbers like '(If
You Think You're) Groovy' and 'Everything's Gonna Be Alright' (which became a Northern Soul hit)
alongside 'Speak To Me' (the flip-side of 'First Cut') and numbers like 'Uptight' and Aretha
Franklin's '(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman', the latter displaying her soulful delivery
and her ability to really hit the high registers vocally. From her 1968 'Kafunta' album came the
soulful 'Letter To Bill' and on through 'God Only Knows', 'Eleanor Rigby' and The Bee Gees' 'To
Love Somebody', plus Chip Taylor's 'Angel Of The Morning', a number making the most of her
expressive voice and delivery, before the melodic mid-tempo 'Beautiful Song' from the Band Of
Sisters' 'Issues' album last year prefaced her closing and emotional 'Afterglow Of Your Love',
composed by The Small Faces' Steve Marriott and Ronnie Lane.
A nicely balanced set from a fine singer displaying all the attributes of a seasoned performer, very
much at ease on stage, interacting well with the audience, complete with witty retorts to any
shouts from the fans. If you haven't seen her recently, she's on at the Tales From The Woods'
(TFTW.org.uk) January 31 show at The Borderline: one for the diary.
Seamus McGarvey ('Juke Blues' magazine)
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Wednesday, November 11, 2015
Prudential BluesFest, O2, London
Seamus McGarvey reviews the London Blues Festival.
'I was lucky enough to make the final day of the Prudential BluesFest on Sunday November 8 at
London's O2 featuring an excellent line-up of performers. Lauren Housley, a confident performer,
with a good voice and stage presence, featured some songs from her new album 'Sweet
Surrender'. Rockabilly singer-guitarist Darrel Higham (pictured below) hit the spot with numbers
like 'Hank Williams And Me', Eddie Cochran's 'Somethin' Else' (joking that Eddie wrote it 'for The
Sex Pistols'), drawing a good crowd right up to his closing Johnny Burnette's 'Rockabilly Boogie' a strong performance.
Chris Farlowe (pictured left) featured bluesy items including
the medium stepping 'I Don't Want To Sing The Blues No
More' and Little Milton's 'Ain't No Big Deal On You'. In
tribute to the late Steve Marriott, he sang 'All Or Nothing',
headed back to the blues for 'Southbound Train', then
Delbert McClinton's 'Standing On Shaky Ground', before
'Out Of Time' brought a highly entertaining set to a close.
Georgie Fame (pictured below) also concentrated on
bluesier items like 'If You Live' composed by Mose Allison
(due to turn 88 on November 11th), Floyd Dixon's 'Lovin'
(Brought Me Into This World)', Ray Charles's 'Get On The
Right Track Baby' and 'I Got A Woman' plus Georgie's first
Number One, 'Yeh, Yeh' - excellent.
The Blues Band fronted by Paul Jones also delivered a wellbalanced set including 'Grits Ain't Groceries', 'Can't Stand To
See You Go', Ray Charles's 'Busted', 'Statesboro Blues' and
others before closing with 'our only hit', 'Maggie's Farm'. A
lively set from a classic band.
In the evening, a capacity audience filled the O2 Arena for a
relatively unique stage coupling of Van Morrison and Tom Jones (pictured together). Van opened
with numbers like 'Close Enough For Jazz' and 'Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child',
continuing the bluesy theme with
'Playhouse' before 'Precious Time' lifted
the pace neatly again. He dipped back
into Them's catalogue for 'Baby Please
Don't Go' and 'Don't Start Crying Now',
played a skilful sax solo on 'I Can't Stop
Loving You' and a jazzy 'It's All In The
Game' before Jones joined him for
'Sticks And Stones', 'Look Down That
Lonesome Road' and 'I'm Not Feeling It
Anymore', all of which worked well.
Jones's set started with numbers like
'Burning Hell' and recollections of
spending time singing with Elvis after
shows in Las Vegas leading to the
spiritual 'God's Gonna Cut You Down' and the hand-clapping 'Didn't It Rain', demonstrating his
extensive vocal range. From a new album, 'Long Lost Suitcase', came Lonnie Johnson's
'Tomorrow Night' before 'Sex Bomb' got some fans up dancing. Other highlights included 'Elvis
Presley Blues', and 'Tower Of Song' in tribute to Hank Williams, before finishing with 'It's Not
Unusual' and a fine version of Billy Boy Arnold's 'I Wish You Would'. The evening ended with the
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two joining forces again for 'What Am I Living For', 'Goodnight Irene', 'Sometimes We Cry' (which
they'd recorded together) and a stirring gospel closer, 'Strange Things Happen Every Day', an
exciting conclusion to a great day's entertainment.'
Seamus McGarvey ('Juke Blues' Magazine)
Monday, November 16, 2015
Great Rhythm Riot, but this may be the last time
Rhythm Riot this year more than lived up to expectations with three original American artists from
the Rock’n’Roll era putting on a great show, and some good supporting acts as well. Of course,
many of those attending - from across the UK and Europe - are there for the fifties fashion and
jiving and don't much care who is performing. But for the regular bunch of Woodies who have
supported the Riot for many years it's the US visitors who are the stars. It's a shame therefore that
next year's line-up has no American originals on the bill. If that remains the case, I won't be going,
and neither will many others I suspect.
But back to this year's show. The star of day one was Gaynel
Hodge, who appeared with Spanish doowop group the Four
Candles. Gaynel was never a big name as a solo artist, but cowrote the Penguins' Earth Angel with Jesse Belvin and Curtis
Williams, was on the original version of the Platters' Only You and
sang with the Hollywood Flames and the Turks among other west
coast doowop groups. He began his set with the Hollywood
Flames' Buzz Buzz Buzz and other numbers included Louie
Louie, originally by boyhood friend Richard Berry, and Tick Tock,
originally by Marvin and Johnny. Other numbers included I'm A
Fool, recorded by the Cliques, which comprised Jesse and
Eugene Church, Only You, Earth Angel, the Penguins' Hey
Senorita, Little Bitty Pretty One and Rockin' Robin. The sound
during Gaynel's set was a little muffled - where I was standing
Gaynel Hodge
anyway - but he sang well and displayed some neat footwork.
© Paul Harris
The Four Candles (pictured below) (who seemed aware of the
two Ronnies sketch)
worked well with him and this was an enjoyable set.
Day two's big name was the ever reliable Jack Scott,
whose moody demeanour belies a wry sense of humour.
Looking a good deal younger than his 79 years, and
wearing a black leather jacket, he began with the rocking
Leroy and moved on through What Am I Living For, One
Of These Days,
3 out of 4 Candles
Ubangi Stomp,
© Paul Harris
Jack Scott
Save My Soul,
© Paul Harris
Baby Bye Bye and Geraldine, all delivered to perfection
with fine backing from the Rhythm Riot house band. Next
came Foggy Mountain Dew, with some speeded up
yodelling towards the end, and a couple more originals in
the form of Patsy and Baby Baby. Jack has recently
recorded his first studio album for over 40 years, Way To
Survive, and he featured a couple of numbers from that Tennessee Saturday Night and Hillbilly Fever. Other
numbers included Strange Desire, Flaky John, The Way I
Walk and I Found A Woman, and for an encore he
returned to Leroy, only this time using its original lyric of
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Greaseball. This was a great set by a singer who is as good and fresh today as he ever was moody and magnificent.
The big name of the final day was Young Jessie, now not so
young at 78, but still dynamic and with a good stage act. He was
wearing a dark green velvet jacket, smart tie and brown hat but
his dapper look was slightly spoiled by a minor wardrobe
malfunction, which he dealt with in good humour. 24 Hours A
Day was followed by I Smell A Rat and one of his big hits Mary
Lou, all sung with great energy. Other numbers included Oochie
Coochie, Lonesome Desert (featuring some scat singing),
Shuffle In the Gravel and It Don't Happen No More, before
finishing with his biggest record Hit Git and Split. An excellent set
and much enjoyed.
Of the other acts during the Riot, special mention must go to
Mike Sanchez, whose brilliant piano playing and singing on
numbers such as Sapphire and Shirley was augmented by three
Young Jessie
female singers, who each did five numbers. First on was Vicky
© Paul Harris
Tafoya from LA, whose huge eyelashes, bouffant hair and black
dress created a stunning impression. Numbers included an excellent Do You Want To Jump
Children and a superb version of Rosie and the Originals' Angel Baby. She was followed by Little
Rachel, from St Louis, a vision in green with a huge spider broach, whose set included the Lucilleflavoured Little Man and I Can't Let You Go. Final act was R&B singer Jai Malano, who ripped into
a great version of Big Mama Thornton's Hound Dog, Johnny No (an original with a Bo Diddley
beat) and Make My Way. Jai looks as good as she sounds and went down well.
Jai Malano
© Paul Harris

Vicky Tafoya
© Paul Harris

Little Rachel
© Paul Harris

Bluejays
© Paul Harris

Broadkasters
© Paul Harris

Barnstompers
© Paul Harris

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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When the name of Tampa Red is mentioned, most people
think of his “hokum” recordings, the often bawdy novelty
tunes he recorded with “Georgia Tom” Dorsey or as a solo
artist. The use of the kazoo on some of his earlier work
reinforces the idea of him as a novelty artist, but there was a
lot more to him than that.
He was born Hudson Woodbridge in the early 1900s in
Georgia, but after his parents died he moved to Tampa,
Florida to live with his grandmother Annie Whittaker, whose
surname he adopted. The move also gave him the stage
name by which he was known for the rest of his life.
After learning his trade playing in the streets of Florida, he
moved to Chicago in 1925. Playing his distinctive Resonator
guitar, he made his name as a professional musician, being hired to accompany Ma Rainey and
other artists. This brought him into contact with pianist, composer and arranger “Georgia Tom”
Dorsey, with whom he formed a musical partnership, and who introduced him to Paramount
Records. His second release for the company It’s Tight Like That, with Dorsey on piano, was a
massive hit and established him as a “hokum” artist. He made several recordings with Dorsey or
under his own name, until 1932 when Dorsey abandoned blues for gospel music.
Tampa’s career slumped, but was revived a couple of years
later when the end of prohibition and the growth in the use
of jukeboxes increased the demand for records aimed at
the “race” market. Tampa was signed to Lester Melrose’s
“Bluebird” label, where he played alongside artists like John
Lee “Sonny Boy” Williamson, Sunnyland Slim and “Big
Maceo” Merriweather. He formed a duo with Big Maceo,
and made several small combo recordings with him.
In the 1940s Tampa started playing in a more urban style,
anticipating the post-war style of Muddy Waters and Sonny
Boy Williamson II, though he occasionally still recorded
hokum songs like Play With My Poodle. Little Johnnie
Jones became his regular piano accompanist after Big
Maceo suffered a stroke in 1946, and Tampa continued
recording until December, 1953, using many top Chicago
sidemen like Walter Horton, Sonny Boy Williamson II, Ransom Knowling and Odie Payne. In 1954
his wife Frances died, and his career and health started to suffer through his drinking. He made a
couple of solo records for Bluesville in the early 1960s, but by then he was past his best. He died
in 1981.
This new double-CD release from Ace highlights his later recordings from 1942 to 1953. There are
many compilations of Tampa Red material available, but most of them concentrate on his early
years, and this is the first legal issue on CD of his later material. To emphasise how far the music
has come from Tampa’s first recordings, compiler John Broven has taken the unusual step of
sequencing the tracks in reverse chronological order. Tampa Red was hugely influential on the
musicians who came after; the collection features a number of songs later recorded by BB King,
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Robert Nighthawk and Elmore James - She’s Dynamite, Sweet Little Angel, Crying Won’t Help
You, When Things Go Wrong (It Hurts Me Too).
The earliest recordings here, with Big Maceo, are mostly trio efforts, with guitar, piano, bass or
drums, but after 1946 the recordings use a full band, usually with trumpet, a sax or two, or
harmonica. On several tracks pianist Little Johnny Jones takes second vocals giving a Sonny
Terry/Brownie McGhee feel. Jones takes vocals on the blues standard Early In The Morning and
Texas Stomp (originally released as by Big Maceo) is a variation on Pinetop’s Boogie.
This is an extremely enjoyable and varied compilation. There is very little new on here, just a
handful of unissued titles and a couple of alternative takes, but it’s unlikely that you have many of
these recordings in your collection. You can remedy that now. The sound quality is excellent.
Highly recommended.
Alan Lloyd

Today I am glad to give some exposure to this great new
LP by Nico Duportal and his Rhythm Dudes. Side A opens
with "When I'm Gone", a strong rockin' side with catchy
rhythm, hot sax and piano. “Lost In The Game” is a real hot
tune in Wynonie Harris’ style but composed by Nico. The
guitar is just stunning and if you have never heard a white
guy shouting like a colored cat, just listen to what ya got
here. It jumps, that’s the real deal! "Polish Woman",
another original and cool mover with piano and sax. It's a
fine rockin' bluesy side that showcases Nico's expertise on
guitar. “Oh Baby” is a rompin’ blues. Just a fabulous ‘50s
sound that left me wondering how a bunch of French guys
could play such great music in 2015. “Can’t Afford To Lose
Her” has Thibaut Chopin leaving his double bass to blow a
French harp on his own composition. Could compete with
many Chicago blues. “She Knows How” is another original tune from Nico. Now let’s flip the wax.
"Real Good Lovin' Tonight" is custom tailored for dance. This tune could have been recorded at
Cosimo Matassa's location somewhere in the early ‘50s with the best musicians of the time. A real
belter with driving sax, crazy jivin’ rhythm. The sax cooks, the guitar is hot, the vocal is strong, the
beat is perfect and the rhythm section will drive you loose and crazy. Don't need no strawberry
wine ... There's a great New-Orleans feel there blended with the sound of Cincinnati... the one
brought to us by Dave Bartholomew, Paul Gayten, Roy Brown and Bull Moose Jackson. "Big
Mary's" is a movin' blues that would have fit perfectly for The Coasters. Hats off to Olivier "Red"
Cantrelle for his work on piano. "Guitar Player" is another terrific movin' blues with hot guitar and
strong sax. Let’s shake your money maker on that one. "Oh Oh" is a cover of the Eddie Bo/Paul
Gayten original recorded in New Orleans and issued on Chess in 1958. The Nola feeling, the
drive, the piano... all is there. "Josh & Slim" is a great instro and a personal tribute to Lynnwood
Slim nailed by Nico.
To close comes "Much Later" recorded first in 1957 by Jackie Brenston with Ike Turner's Kings of
Rhythm (Federal 1229). It's a great romping' Rhythm and Blues tune with strong vocal and guitar
work that challenges with some of the best blues pickers from the ‘50s. I am not a musician but
before going on something featuring Ike Turner, you better be damn good! If you're still on the real
deal, wax that run and sound from the great days... that one is for ya!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
November 25, 2015
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Here I come with four fabulous re-issues among the rarest EPs issued in France in the ‘50s. Four
records you sure can't miss.
‘Vogue’ records was started in France in 1947 by two jazz aficionados and a financial partner.
They also handled ‘Swing’ records and ‘Jazz Sélection’ records bringing to us sides by Champion
Jack Dupree (1949), Muddy Waters and Slim Gaillard (1951). They recorded a lot of American
artists living in France or on tour such as Big Bill Broonzy, Mary Lou Williams and Lonnie Johnson.
Between 1949 and 1953, they were distributors for US Blue Note, Pacific Jazz, Apollo, Modern,
King and Dot feeding our ears with The Delmore Brothers, Grandpa Jones, Bob Newman, Moon
Mullican, Cowboy Copas, Wynonie Harris. In 1951, Vogue opened an office in England but kept
production and distribution separate.
In August 1954, Vogue got the UK rights for US Coral and set up the famous ‘Vogue-Coral’ label.
Decca handled pressing and distribution for their releases by Don Cornell, The McGuire Sisters,
Billy Williams and other popsters. In February 1956, Decca UK became more present and put both
labels mentioned in an equal lettering. By November 1957, French ‘Vogue’ had sold its shares in
the UK. Since early 1956, they had issued few Coral EPs in France and started to work the local
market.
Around November/December 1956, they came up with a
crazy Johnny Burnette Trio EP carrying the mention "Rock
and Roll" and featuring "Midnight Train", "Oh Baby Babe",
"You're Undecided" and "Tear It Up". The lack of info on the
rear sleeve and the poor market made that Coral ECV 18 063
a failure and a very rare record. We are darn lucky to get a
reissue in 2015.
In October 1957, ‘Vogue’
started a new Coral EP series
titled "Dansons Gaiement".
The first EP issued was a
killer by Johnny Burnette and
his trio featuring "Lonesome
Train", "Rock A Billy Boogie",
"The Train Kept A Rollin'" and "Drinking Wine, Spo-Dee-O-Dee".
That Coral ECV 18 078 sleeve carries the mention "rock a Billy
tonight". The rear sleeve had nice liner notes with the names of
each musician and even a mention about Elvis. A single was also
issued with "Lonesome Train"/"The Train Kept A Rollin'". That
single Coral 45-80071 has the mention "rock-a-billy" printed
on both sides. No EPs by the Rock 'n Roll Trio were issued in
USA and UK making these two very desirable even if we had
beautiful releases also in Spain and Germany.
Early 1958, maybe to capitalize on Buddy Holly’s British tour
from March 1958, ‘Vogue’ came up with another release on
the "Dansons Gaiement" series packaging The Crickets’ first
two US singles. Numbered ECV 18094, Volume 14 brought
to us: That'll Be The Day / Oh, Boy! / Not Fade Away / I'm
Lookin' for Someone To Love. As usual, no liner notes and a
silly "fox" description for the tunes made it a commercial
failure. Note "Not Fade Away" was described as "Afro
Skiffle"... Just insane!
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One being not enough to satisfy our souls, they came with the
second EP titled " Buddy Holly". That EP numbered ECV 18.107
was issued probably late 1958 and packaged Buddy's first two US
Coral releases. Here we had Everyday / Peggy Sue / Words of
Love / Mailman, Bring Me No More Blues. The French label being
still deeply lost in pop stuff brought us a great release that
flopped. "Peggy Sue" backed with "Everyday" was also issued as
single on Coral CV. 45-80081, probably to feed jukeboxes, and
didn't get any action. Another rare record you may enjoy to add to
your library and play Everyday!
Here you've got four beautiful re-issues with the original record
label design and thick sleeve. Very rare stuff you can't miss if
you're lookin' for something to enjoy yourself!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
November 11, 2015

Hey there cats, Charlie Thompson is coming to town with a
new LP/CD that goes like this. Side A opens with a cover of
Mac Wiseman’s ‘Goin’ Like Wildfire’ from 1953. The bluegrass
son has turned into a superb boppin’ Hillbilly with great vocal
and fiddle. Bobby Furgo really works these strings. Next
comes the classic ‘The Automobile Song’ borrowed from Luke
McDaniel. This bright Hillbilly recording is also available in 45
rpm on Fairlane F-102. ‘A Blue Million Tears’, from Carl Butler,
is a real weeper with haunting steel guitar played by Jeremy
Wakefield. Next comes a great rendition of Earl Peterson’s
classic ‘Boogie Blues’. The cat really had a voice and the
support of TK Smith on guitar is just perfect. ‘We’re Buggin’
Out’ was originally cut by Tommy Boyles and leased to Murco in Shreveport. It’s a beautiful
boppin’ tune with a fabulous work on steel guitar. To close this side, Charlie goes on a beautiful
rendition of Webb Pierce’s ‘I Don’t Care’ complete with walking bass played by Wally Hersom and
beautiful fiddle part. Now let’s flip the wax for more.
‘Let me Love You Just A Little’ is highlighted by Carl Sonny Leyland on piano. ‘So Long’ is a fine
tune borrowed from Moon Mullican who recorded it for King in 1952. Fine work on electric guitar
by TK Smith. On ‘You Tried To Ruin My Heart’, a great western swing tune from Pee Wee King,
Charlie shares the vocal with drummer Dave Stuckey like Boots Faye & Idaho Call did in 1951 for
Capitol. On the next song Charlie comes with the great Starday sound covering ‘Never Get
Married Again’ first recorded by Fred Crawford. Guys, listen to that advice and enjoy Charlie’s
great vocal. That’s the real ‘50s rural deal. ‘(We’ve Reached) The Beginning of the End’ is a
beautiful song originally cut by Jimmie Logsdon under his Jimmy Lloyd alias and also the flip side
for the Fairlane F-102 release. To close the LP, Charlie goes on ‘I Miss You Already’, a song
recorded by Faron Young and Jimmy Newman. If you are wondering where are Charlie’s roots,
here you’ve the answer. It’s a pure hillbilly tune with plenty of steel guitar.
All these songs recorded and mastered in Pasadena, California, bring a harmony in style and
sound. There’s a lot of extraordinary talent here and a rare sincerity that adds a new spark to
these old songs. Even if you’ve got all these originals on Dot, King, Columbia, Murco, Decca,
Roulette, Starday or Capitol… give a spin to this wax. Thank you for listening!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
November 25, 2015.
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Howdy Woodies,
Charlie Thompson brought me this cool 45 rpm record
when playing in France the previous Saturday nite.
Nice work with Benny and The Cats on Al Terry's
classic "Good Deal Lucille". Nice and strong Louisiana
feel with swinging sax. Greetings to them for the very
Elvisy "Blue Skies and Paradise". Sharp guitar work,
wailing sax and strong drums... tailor made to dance to
with a pretty baby! Charlie is a pretty versatile cat and
a good darn act to see on stage. Always a pleasure to
meet the man and his lovely wife Raina now teamed
with Miss Mary Ann as a member of The New Ranch
Girls.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES

Dear Friends,
It is heart-breaking news to know that I have
lost my dear friend Chris Haymes, President of
The Australian Rock 'n' Roll Appreciation
Society. I am a proud member of ARRAS and I
was very pleased with the welcome he gave me
in 2008. It was always a great pleasure to write
for The Big Beat of the ‘50s and to enjoy each
new issue. Chris has done great work as
President and Editor spreading the good rockin'
news all around the world. The Big Beat Of The
‘50s will probably be another magazine of the
past. So sad!
I am left speechless by Chris' passing. The
road of life is sometime rocky but we can only
live all the days left in front of us the best way
we can. We have to do that by respect and love
for those who were called too soon.
Your friend always.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES

http://www.ukrock.net/
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. . .
Allen Toussaint, New Orleans JazzFest, 22-04-05 © Paul Harris

Dear friends,
I just heard the sad news about Allen Toussaint's passing on Monday 9th while in Madrid.
Born on January 14, 1938, he started as a founding member of The Flamingos in 1952. He played
piano being heavily influenced by Professor Longhair in the band that also included Snooks Eaglin
from 1952. At age 15, Allen Toussaint and guitarist Snooks Eaglin showed up at J&M to audition a
song for Dave Bartholomew. The audition was unsuccessful, but Toussaint was thrilled to meet
Bartholomew at J&M. "For me to see Dave Bartholomew, and to be in that studio, it didn't get
better than that," Toussaint said. "It took me days to get over the shock."
Being a session musician much in demand he recorded twelve tunes under his own name in 1958
for RCA. Among these tunes issued on RCA LPM 1767 titled “The Wild Sound of New Orleans”
credited to Allen Tousan we can find “Whirlaway”, “Tim Tam” and “Java” that would be a hit for Al
Hirt. In February 1961, Allen Toussaint had “Naomi” issued in UK on London HLU-92941 but
under the faulty ID of Al Poussan.
In the ’60s, Allen was a producer for several artists and worked some joint-ventures with Marshall
Sehorn. On January 12, 1998 he was inducted into The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame with Lloyd
Price. On his own part Snooks Eaglin started waxing R&B records for Imperial Records with the
help of producer Dave Bartholomew in 1960 and stuck with the label through 1963.
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
Dear Alan:
Thanks a lot for sending me the photograph of
some of my books on display in New Orleans.
It’s given me a nice kick start to the day!
I first visited New Orleans with Jimmy Page in
the 1970s during a Led Zep gig - and then
went back with Neel in the 1980s. Your photo
is a great memento. So kind of you to take the
trouble to photograph and send to me.
Beat regards
Royston Ellis
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Letters to the Editor
I have just read Mr Angry's double column in issue 87 of
TFTW magazine. I'd like to thank him for his explanation of
the etiquette of dining out in a group, and how the bill is
split. After the last TFTW gang meet-up I tried to investigate
this myself, and found many different versions on the Net.
All I know for sure is trying to split the bill when everyone
has different things is absolutely impossible unless the bill is
split equally, or separate bills are demanded for each diner,
plus a separate one for wine shared by some of the diners.
Restaurants would not be happy with this last arrangement,
so an equal split or a separate bill for those diners not
having any alcoholic drinks would seem to be the only
possible options.
As to the question of refugees in his other piece, I beg to
differ. The true analogy would be if refugees came to the
UK, kicked us out of our homes, took our land, changed the
name of the state and made it one based on religious/ethnic
origins, then constantly expanded their state stealing more
and more land, finally building a huge wall to keep British
people out. As an added insult, refused to recognize the UK
at all even the parts still occupied solely by the indigenous
population. We too might get a little angry and some might
retaliate violently. Now there are some extremist individuals
who say they want to impose Sharia law in Britain, but they
will not be allowed to do this. As to the Israel/Palestine
situation the view of many is that a two-state solution is now
the only option, with full recognition of both states.
May I say it was an interesting issue of the magazine, with
the Jerry Lee reviews and the fascinating Tom Paley
interview. He mixed with some very interesting people and
he still retains a great sense of humor.
Tony P

Here's a picture of me wearing
my drape jacket with a nice
"Tree" button at a concert in
Villeneuve St Georges near
Paris on November 7. At that
concert the acts were my
friends Charlie Thompson and
The New Ranch Girls. Here I
stand with the beauties, Miss
Mary Ann and Raina (Charlie's
wife). Both wear beautiful red
dresses with white fringes like
Wanda Jackson used to in the
'50s. I sure like that picture...
Dominique "Imperial"
ANGLARES
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Hi Ken
In issue 87
you mention
Gaspin Gus.
I am taking it
you mean
Maurice
Chapman
who ran the
Sun Sound
Clubs in
Sheffield.
Gus passed
away a few
years back.
Tony Baker

The Mighty Combo © Paul Harris

Mike Vernon has been known to me for over 50 years, first in the mid ‘60s when I subscribed to
‘R&B Monthly’ magazine which Mike edited, then as founder of the iconic Blue Horizon record
label in the same decade, and later through his work as an independent record producer,
recording the likes of Champion Jack Dupree, Lazy Lester and Frankie Ford amongst many
others. However, this excellent gig was my first encounter with Vernon, the live performer, and it
was a treat to witness this string to his bow which was previously unknown to me.
Staged in the superbly restored art-deco surroundings of Worthing Pier’s
Southern Pavilion, this well-attended show was the first of a short tour
designed partly to promote Mike’s new CD ‘Just A Little Bit’ – the 14 tracks
thereon being a homage to his favourite rhythm & blues artists and songs. For
the tour, Vernon was backed by a formidable six-piece combo containing
many familiar faces, notably Geraint Watkins on keyboards, Martin Winning
on sax, and Ian Jennings on upright bass.
Mike proved to be no slouch as a vocalist and built up a strong rapport with
the audience. Each number was introduced with an anecdote; for example on
‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’, Vernon remembered hearing the Bill Haley rendition
Martin Winning
© Paul Harris
first, but when finally coming across the Big Joe Turner original several years
later, he never listened to the Haley version again. Mike embellished some
numbers with his kazoo blowing, most appropriately on Tampa Red’s ‘When Things Go Wrong
With You’ (Woodies of long memory will recall the brilliant U.K.
Tampa Red RCA EP compiled by Vernon in 1965 when working for
Decca Records).
Other standout numbers included the doomy ‘Black Night’ (Charles
Brown); ‘Goin’ Home Tomorrow’ (Fats Domino) and ‘The Seventh
Son’ (Willie Mabon) although all numbers in the two sets had their
merits. A mighty good evening in which readers can share via the
four youtube clips mentioned in the last issue (e.g.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-RKDlO5be4). Good news is
that there is another tour planned for next year – don’t miss it.
Mike Vernon
© Paul Harris

Dickie Tapp (with thanks to Paul Harris)
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Geraint Watkins
© Paul Harris

Paul Garner
© Paul Harris

West Weston
© Paul Harris

Mike Vernon
© Paul Harris

Mike Hellier
© Paul Harris

Ian Jennings
© Paul Harris

Martin Winning
© Paul Harris
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All pictures © Paul Harris

Chick Rodgers

Theo Huff

Derek Martin

Sugaray Rayford

David Hudson

Wee Willie Walker

Frank Bey

Joe Arnold
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Sugar Pie DeSanto

Bernard ‘Pretty’ Purdie

Sax Gordon
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On the day of the Woodies November meet-up,
Thursday November 26th, Bill Haynes (Woodie and
working member of the British Music Hall Society), Ken
Major (membership secretary and regular contributor
to this magazine) and myself went along to
Westminster Reference Library off Leicester Square
for a talk with slides about Music Hall and its
entertainers. Kate Garner (talented piano playing
daughter of Chas Hodges) was on piano, playing and
singing some of the old songs in between the talk, and
after the interval where we had a little sing-along.
I'd arrived an hour too early and as I was wondering,
and wandering, trying to find out where the event was taking place, who should arrive, just as
mystified, but Kate herself. We decided it must be upstairs, and found a section of the library had
been prepared with seats, a screen and a little stage for Kate's keyboard.
When Ken and Bill arrived, I paid my entrance fee (which apparently should have been booked
beforehand on-line). We were served gin punch, and there was a selection of books on Music Hall
and its artists to look at before the event and
during the interval.
The illustrated talk dealt with some of the wellknown and not-so-well known Music Hall
artistes, including Marie Lloyd, of course. It was
very interesting for me to see slides of the
interior of Wilton's Music Hall, which I am visiting
for the first time on December 5th for 'Dick
Whittington' panto with Roy Hudd playing the
dame, also for the first time.
It was a very interesting and enjoyable evening,
with time for questions afterwards. Hazel Adams
(wife of Terry Adams, renowned Jerry Lee Lewis
fan and long-time Woodie) was also in the
audience. Although I knew the words off by
heart to most of the old songs, that is not
because I remembered them from the pre-War
days, but because they were sung not only by
my mother, but on TV's 'The Good Old Days'
and 'Black & White Minstrel Show' (now non-pc),
and radio's 'Sing Something Simple'.
After this event the three of us walked over
Charing X Road and through Covent Garden
(Bill knows all the shortcuts) to join our regular
Woodie end of the month gang meet up, this
one held at Wolf's restaurant opposite
Freemason's Hall, where we joined them for a
very nice meal.
Tony Papard
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The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

Mr Angry on recruitment
The first thing you see if you cross the southern land border from Mexico into the United States is
a whole line of recruiting offices. You can join the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coastguard or,
for all I know, various other military or para-military organisations.
In return for your signature, the Government will teach you
English, clothe you, feed you, pay you, house you, and
maybe put in you in a position where you might kill or be
killed.
You will learn a trade, become accustomed to American
customs, maybe travel the world and when your tour of duty
is up, provided you survive, you will have the chance to
continue your education at highly preferential rates.
In the same way as Calais has become the funnel for wouldbe immigrants from around the globe who want to reach the
UK, Mexico is the funnel through which would-be Hispanic
immigrants from everywhere from Guatemala to Tierra del
Fuego make their way.
While the sabres are rattling, and there is talk of “boots on
the ground” (not my cliché) in Syria, why are there no
recruitment offices just inside our borders seeking to
recruit the tens of thousands of fit young men who may very
well be able to help in this matter?

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi Gang.
I’d like to take this opportunity to offer my seasonal greetings to you all along with a 2016 that is
full of good health and times for each and every one of you along with a BIG THANK YOU for
your continued support and interest in all things Tales From The Woods. I know it is not possible
to meet up with you all, as folks live many miles away from us here in old London town; many are
on the continent of Europe, others live in the United States and Canada, a few too even on the
other side of the world in Australia. We have good friends in Sri Lanka and Morocco as well. We
are indeed truly international, all brought together on a bi-monthly basis within the pages of this
magazine.
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Another BIG THANK YOU to all the writers who dedicate their time so selflessly, to Harry who
toils away behind the scenes without seeking the spotlight, our wonderful Tales From The Woods
Band who make so many of our shows the successes they have proven to be, all our hard working
folks at these shows who all contribute to make the shows so memorable for everyone, to our
wonderful Social Secretary who forever dreams up new ideas for pubs to drink in, restaurants to
eat in, and places to visit and ramble. Without the dedication of all these people we would not be
able to make Tales From The Woods what it has become.
A quick reminder that you can tune in to Radio Sutch each and every Wednesday at 9pm to catch
up with all our wonderful live shows. Whilst I'm at it, don’t forget radio's longest running Rock'n'Roll
show which runs for an incredible three hours on Tuesday evening from 6pm on sister pirate from
those golden days, Radio Caroline.
Finally Ladies and Gentlemen, we here at Tales From The Woods present Dave 'Jazz Junction'
Carroll’s informative gig guide.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2015
1
Tuesday
Chatham County Line
Excellent Bluegrass band from North Carolina, capable of reviving the stone-hearted.
Bush Hall
£17.50 + fees
2
Wednesday
Eugene Hideaway Bridges Band
Holding on to promote a new album. Support is The Micky Moody Band featuring Ali Maas.
The Borderline
£13 + fees
3
Thursday
Ronnie Spector
Reportedly still possessing the ‘magic’ last year, she will always be fabulous to her fans.
Barbican
£36.50 & £32.50 + fees
5
Saturday
Booga Red
Claire Hamlin is one half of a duo ‘Steeped in the Barrelhouse Boogie Blues House Party tradition of 1930s
downtown Chicago’.
Green Note, The Basement Bar
£7 + fees
6
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Early Christmas presence for fans of rhythm and blues at its best.
The 100 Club
£14 + fees, £17 door
10
Thursday
Chris Farlowe & The Norman Beaker Band
Islington native whose rhythm & blues singing is never out of time.
The Borderline
£13 + fees
12
Saturday
Any Trouble
Stiff Records band led by Clive Gregson that, like the label, refused to die once.
229 The Venue
£17.50 + fees
15
Tuesday
Connie Lush & Blues Shouter
Scouser and shouter, and Shouter.
Tuesday Blues at the 100 Club
£11
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18
Friday
The Dylan Project
Two Uglys leading a band that provides a Brummy take on Dylan.
The Borderline
£17.50 + fees
19
Saturday
Cheryl Lynn and Evelyn Champagne King
Two disco divas for the price of two.
Indigo at the O2
£33.60 - £68.40
20
Sunday
Melba Moore
70s disco/soul figure who had avoided puns until her fourth coming album Forever Moore.
Jazz Cafe
£23.50 + fees
January 2016
7
Thursday
Paul Jones & Dave Kelly
Senior statesmen of British blues still in love with the music.
Half Moon, Putney
£15 adv, £17 door
9
Saturday
Gwen Dickey’s Rose Royce
A rare occasion when the apostrophe signifies both the possessive and a positive omission.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees adv, £25 door
12
Tuesday
Rod Picott
Nashville singer-songwriter and regular visitor to the UK.
The Green Note
£12 + fees
13
Wednesday
Kimmie Rhodes
Prolific Texan singer-songwriter and cookbook author. A Green Note promotion.
The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN
£12 + fees
15
Friday
Si Cranstoun
Son of a ska promoter with old school album to promote.
100 Club
£15 + fees adv, £20 door
15
Friday
Kat & Co
‘Nightclub blues’ from Kathleen Pearson.
Green Note, Camden £8 + fees
21
Thursday
Patty Griffin
American singer-songwriter whose songs have been covered by many, including Solomon Burke.
Cadogan Hall
£35, £25 + fees
22
Friday
Dr Feelgood
Amazingly still going strong after over forty years and not an original member in earthly sight.
The Borderline
£20.50 + fees
22
Friday
Otis Grand Blues Band
A rare appearance by the guitarist who is happy to have missed out on blues-rock. And so say ...
Under The Bridge
£18.38
27
Wednesday
Luke Winslow King
Based in New Orleans and influenced by blues, jazz etc.
Upstairs at The Garage £10 + fees
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31
Sunday
TFTW 2is Reunion / British Rock ‘n’ Roll Heritage Show No 11
Headliner this year is the wonderful PP Arnold. Can’t wait.
The Borderline
Door £30
Adv £28
Woodies £23

February 2016
2
Tuesday
Tim O’Brien
Singer-songwriter and instrumentalist from West Virginia.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues, 3 North End Crescent, West Kensington W14 8TG

£17.50 + fees

21
Sunday
Shuggie Otis
Child prodigy son of the great Johnny Otis continues his restless resurgence.
Koko £32.75
25
Thursday
Kat & Co
American blues singer who ‘Has appeared on stage with Lulu and Morganfield’ – not a time to test falling
toast theory.
The Eel Pie Club at The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£11
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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